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EDITOR’S NOTE 

Mount Holyoke College sent me their alumni magazine 

in the mail today. I’m sure it was a mistake—I was only there 

one semester before dropping out—but flipping through the 

post-grad success stories had me thinking about my 

experiences with their literary journal, Moneta, and how it 

compares to what we do at Central with the Helix.  

Moneta met around an oak table in the Williston Library, 

surrounded by old books and stained glass and probably 

ghosts. We’d meet up on Friday afternoons to discuss the 

works, and while we read for all the usuals—style, narrative, 

character development—at least once a week some girl with a 

trendy haircut and loud glasses would object to the problematic 

nature of the pieces. 

“Will this trigger someone?” 

“This writer is stepping outside of her lived experience 

and appropriating a culture that isn’t hers.” 

“This poem is objectifying women and it makes me 

uncomfortable.” 

And it would go on. The rest of us would nod politely. 

Snaps and calls of “you’re valid” might echo through the room, 

but there were never any dissenters. Once a given piece was 

deemed unsafe by a reader, it was cast to the reject pile, 

leaving a journal that, while beautiful and by all accounts 

proficient, felt sort of safe. Moneta was safe. Moneta was boring. 

 At the Helix, we’re not so concerned with personal 

feelings. We want shocking and gritty and uncomfortable. We 

want new voices and writing that challenges us, maybe 

personally, maybe politically. No one remembers work that is 
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just nice, and so we don’t publish just nice. We publish weird. 

We publish fresh. 

In a modern age burdened with censorship and fake 

news, it becomes all the more important to challenge the culture, 

to create in a way that feels authentic in whatever form that 

takes. When we limit ourselves at the college-level, we are 

limiting our ability to speak openly about things that matter (or 

don’t matter) in the larger world, and we, at the Helix, are lucky 

to study at an institution that recognizes this and supports our 

mission. 

Thanks to the Helix staff for letting me step into this 

leadership role as a newcomer to the magazine, and thanks to 

Sue Sweeney and faculty advisor Tom Hazuka for guiding me 

through my first semester with patience and understanding. 

Thanks also to CCSU’s English Department for continued 

support, and a special thanks to Mary Collins, Jotham Burrello, 

and Leslie McGrath, who, though not directly involved with the 

magazine, have been an invaluable resource during this 

transitional period. We couldn’t have done it without you.  

All the best, 

Kathryn Fitzpatrick 

Editor-in-Chief 



SUBMIT TO THE HELIX 

THE HELIX welcomes submissions of artwork and literature on 

both a national and global scale. Please review our guidelines 

carefully, as any piece submitted incorrectly will be rejected. 

Submissions are read by our editorial team in chronological 

order as we make our way through the queue. The wait time for 

an answer will vary from a few days to one month. If you have 

still not received a response from a submission submitted to a 

previous issue, please inquire on the status of your piece. 

General Guidelines 

The Helix accepts simultaneous submissions, with immediate 

notification if work is accepted elsewhere. Previously published 

work is not accepted, but we will consider work previously 

shared on personal blogs/websites. 

 Prose submissions should be double spaced.

 Poetry should be single spaced.

 All literary submissions should be in 12pt font Times

New Roman.

 Prose submissions are currently restricted to a

maximum of 3,000 words each.

If you are submitting multiple works for one category, 

please send them as one file. 

The Helix editors respect the integrity of all author’s work but 

may make slight changes as necessary. The Helix staff 

reserves the right to make copy editing changes, and light line 

editing changes. 
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We follow the Chicago Manual guidelines when editing 

submissions. 

The Helix reserves first North American serial rights. All rights 

revert to the author after publication. If you republish your work 

in a print or other journal, please credit The Helix for the first 

publication. 

TO SUBMIT, visit 

https://helixmagazine.submittable.com/submit or visit our 

website at https://helixmagazine.org/. 
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Poetry



A Course in Arson
William Doreski 

My summer school course in arson 

has gone well. Twelve students 

planning their final projects. 

I’ve set only a couple of rules. 

They aren’t allowed to burn the school, 

and can’t use gasoline because 

it leaves such obvious traces. 

Most plan to burn the family home 

or business, collect the insurance 

to pay their school-year tuition. 

The classroom wilts in summer heat. 

We discuss the use of wood shavings or 

sawdust to start a good hot fire. 

We compare beeswax with other, less 

expensive candles. Students 

argue about the propriety 

of using votive candles to spark 

crimes that priests in confession 

might file among deadly sins. 

While we discuss this, fire breaks out 

in St Bernard’s, just down the street. 

The roar of flames is deafening. 

The stained glass explodes in colors  
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more exciting than a car crash. 

A flaming nun falls from a tower, 

streaking like a banshee. No, 

it’s only a clot of burning drapery 

that puddles smoking on the sidewalk. 

Can any student take credit for 

this brave sectarian disaster? 

No, a drunken priest let a candle touch 

his alb. Panicked, he shed it 

into a richly upholstered pew 

and ran out leaving the big doors 

yawning with elegant boredom. 

The engines, screaming, arrive 

in a glitz of enamel and chrome. 

Firefighters attack with hoses 

thick as pythons. We return 

to the classroom, shivering, 

lusty, and thrilled, every student 

determined to match fire with fire, 

the orange glare caught in their gaze 

and the smell of ash on their breath. 
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Why Be in a Rut When You Could Be 
in a Groove? 
Alex Swartzentruber 

In the bathroom when I cannot find the light switch, I do not 
call out Bloody Mary. Instead, I say Santa Claus three times. 
Sitting at the computer, instead of reading Webmd like the 
old me, I learn about Bigfoot and believe everything. 
Brooding can be fun but one can go deeper into life by 
skating lightly across it. I bet crystals don’t do shit for your 
health but I’m buying tons. They are beautiful. Someone 
once said on Twitter, “If you think something is cool, that 
means you like it.” My friend has a video of a ghost on their 
phone. Some people say it’s just a guy in a hoodie. Others 
say, “Holy shit.” And I can see the hairs stand up on their 
arm. If you say, “That’s just a guy in a hoodie,” your body 
doesn’t move and maybe you even feel a little angry, as if 
your intelligence was insulted. You don’t want to be fooled. 
But even if it is a guy in a hoodie, the person who let the hairs 
on their arm stand up felt a rush. They flexed a muscle you 
didn’t. They felt physiological excitement. Bigfoot runs wild 
through the woods of my mind. I do not believe in 
Bigfoot, I have faith in Bigfoot. I can’t remember ever 
believing in Santa, yet I ask him for forgiveness each year.  
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Helen Tells You What You Don’t Know
Jessalyn Maguire 

I know you know I was hot. The face 

that launched a thousand ships––  

the statue that made dozens cum 

before breakfast. Blazes of men lined up to lick 

the honey that dripped down the inside 

of my thigh, prides of pious twats,  

whose hair was braided just like mine,  

gossiped while scrubbing my stained bed sheets. 

I hatched from an egg. Born of swan  

and helpless girl, daughter of God and rape. 

But I know you don’t know  

that I negotiated treaties, loved 

my husband, cried while eating Lucky Charms 

in the bathroom pumicing my callused feet, 

peed in the shower, popped other people’s zits, plucked 

the same hair so many times from my nipple 

that I gave up and let it live. Abducted twice, 

many-manned, but I was the sun.  

Nestled children in ten thousand wombs 

along the coast, the bellies like sails  

burgeoned fertile with winds that carried 

my people to the end of time. My body 

was hacked into a million pieces, scattered 

around the empire, left to be scavenged, 
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yet relentless as a mother’s love 

my orts took root, spread, latticed a canopy 

more shading than the fist of Gaia,  

but I didn’t write my story, 

so all you’ll ever know is that I was a clit  

that dripped gold and men started wars over. 
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Turquoise Seth Speaks 
Edmond Chibeau 

From his geodesic dome on the Monterey Peninsula 

Turquoise Seth speaks on the phone 

though time to the Desert Fathers 

The voice of one crying in the wilderness 

Seth speaks but is not heard 

Because he’s  too hip 

too cool 

too Goth 

too sly 

He went to live in the mountains 

Turquoise Seth hears the voice of the Lord  

in the burning tenement 

A voice in the flame says 

“Take off your basketball sneakers and step closer 

you won’t stumble through the rubble 

your feet will keep cool” 

But Seth is too Lower East Side 

too renounced to bounce back 

too much locust and honey  

too much pillar of fire 
He went to live in the mountains 

The tenement burns but is not consumed 

The voice of the flames speaks to Seth 

“Lead your people out of the South Bronx 

take them over the Triborough Bridge  

to the land of Manhattan” 

But Seth is  too rave 
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too mud 

too jive  

too fly 

He went to live in the mountains 

Seth speaks on the phone through time and says 

“Concrete sand in the urban desert 

the A-train keeps me up all night 

the ghetto is the desert where we wander 

eating wild locusts and drinking Budweiser beer” 

In the morning the people gather 

free sample coupons from MacDonald’s 

Those that are not consumed by 

the end of the day are not saved 

But are thrown into the fire as an offering 

But Turquoise Seth eats no fast food 

Turquoise is  too new front line 

too far downtown 

too much bad attitude 

too far from home 

He went to live in the mountains 

From his geodesic dome on the Monterey Peninsula 

Turquoise Seth speaks on the phone through time 

To the desert fathers 

Damn the nuclear reactor 

Let’s turn it off 
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First Legal Purchase
(Portland, OR, 7/12/17) 

DL Pravda 

In G's basement growroom, 

the LED full spectrums run pink 

with Miss Sour Diesel budding  

crystal like the top of Mt. Hood. 

Miss Gorilla Glue #4 bushes wide  

with thick, dark leaves smiling. 

A couple more weeks on the Diesel, 

G says as I slide the five-dollar jay, coned 

and filtered, from its topical tube: 

SVG-OG (Hybrid sativa) 

THC 27.2% CBD 1.17% 

Activation time: Immediate 

For use by adults 21+ 

Pixis Labs License #17700005 

Tested on 4/1/17. 

Legal weed should not surprise 

as long as freedom reigns, 

but what of green-flame lighters? 

Aliens lit my shit!  

In the buzzing growroom with silver 

mesh and mirror trying to turn 

plants vain, even the cherry burns green. 

Do the ladies like their children 

cut, cremated and blown at them? 

Do they prefer jazz to reggae? 

We pass the dispensary purchase 

back and forth down to cardboard, 

give the ladies a little water 
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and travel back up to the world, 

our eyes readjusting to what 

we assume is normal, what  

we hope is just and free. 
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mice inherit apocalypse
Emma Johnson-Rivard

woke up sour on a thursday.  

i dreamt a fishbowl universe where mice cohabitate with 

monkeys 

except when the monkeys get hungry.  

this is not a metaphor. call it nature. 

darwin's gift house. or maybe 

another weekday dream.  

did you hear? the world's ending.  

brimstone sold all their stock. 

the monkeys crumble. the mice  

cower, dreaming; maybe the cockroaches will 

take them in.  
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Did you have anything of value 
stolen? 

Jean-Luc Fontaine 

The police officer asks me 

as he fills out a form on his clipboard— 

routine paperwork for the wallet 

snagged from my hands by a blur 

of a man at East 180th. 

Just 60 dollars and my debit card, 

I shout over the din of the police station. 

But in the change pocket, I kept 

a spare key for my first loam- 

colored station wagon—the one peppered 

with rust, that sputtered and jumped 

like an old grizzly bear 

as I drove it down to the local punk venue. 

Or the tiny mustache comb 

that I used to groom my facial hair 

before the first date with my wife— 

the two tufts on my upper lip 

trembling like two spooked chihuahuas 

as I rehearsed all the jokes 

I would fumble that night. 

And what about the piece of string 
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I tucked behind my driver’s license— 

that brown, frayed, wispy thing 

I clipped from the biggest ball of twine 

in the world for my grandfather, 

not knowing he had died 

of a sudden brain aneurysm 

the night before. I’m sorry, sir, 

could you repeat yourself. 

I couldn’t hear you over all the noise. 

The police officer says as he rests 

a pencil against his uniform scruff. Sure, 

officer. 60 dollars, 

my debit card, a key for a battle tank, 

a priceless mustache 

comb, a thread leading back to the past. 
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Worksheet
Alison Ruth 

1. Solve for x:

y do you wish to be elsewhere?

If we are two passengers on two trains,

traveling at unequal speeds,

how soon will we each circle the earth?

Tip*: The earth is not a perfect sphere,

blue ocean and streaked by cloud.

→ You may choose more than one correct answer.

2. Let’s assume a ratio:

you : me

where your interest decreases

at twice the rate of my heartbeat.

Don’t forget to show your 

work. 

3. Find the value of the discriminant.

Hint: Its value is in its two coefficients.

Example: We counted the comets until one of us ran out of

wishes.

It was so clear I could see the night through my hands,

the endless cycling of meteors,

trapped in a belt of dust and ice of their own dissolution.

Fill in the blank ______________.

4. Divide 0.

“Cannot be answered” is not correct.

Explain what gives nothingness such power.

Try it: Figure-eight your pencil into infinity,
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like the way a kiss should feel, 

when the evening is starred, 

and everything has just started. 
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Designated Driver
Richard Weaver 

drinks in the road flowing before him. 

His passengers are inert, each wrapped 

in the other. Each a pothole away 

from a bladder-burst of embarrassment. 

DD does not deviate from the straight 

or narrow, the sparkling markers, 

the sexually suggestive parallel lines. 

He avoids thumping over the inevitable  

roadkill that populates rural roads at night, 

adding its essence and flavor to the night air 

and stars. DD prefers comatose patrons. 

Ones who trust he knows without asking 

where they are going on rain slick nights, 

or, tonight, a snow-flurried evening. 

Tonight, the snow reminds him of a salt-frothed 

margarita made specially in his favorite 

restaurant, Oyamel. Spanish for butterfly. 

Many miles in the rearview mirror. His car 

carves its path into the future, a safe cocoon 

of steel, plastic, faux-chrome, and manufactured 

promises. Enough comfort for all,  

except the body bagged in the trunk 

hopelessly beyond all dreams. 
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Cutting Soft Fruit
Kendra Mills 

My friend has cut himself again for Christmas 

and I recall his stories of a knife 

locking into the bones of his knuckle.  

I’ve only been cut badly once  

and I am fascinated by the severing of things— 

The round lethal saw blades,  

that burn the wood when I use them 

too quickly,  

leaving scorches to be sanded away, 

and frighten me ever since 

I saw my father cut his hand years ago, 

now a watercolor memory,  

so faded it is myth. 

And scalpels, shining, 

slithering through living skin. 

Or finally the kitchen knife 

(we only have one) 

which saws its way clumsily  

through stale bread and chicken skin 

and falls heavily through the hearts of carrots, 

splitting them lengthwise and bare.  

But what I love most is cutting soft fruit,  

like papaya, or plum, or even cantaloupe, 

with a gentle, sweet line,  
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dividing the flesh from the skin, 

languid and precise.  

I am hurting no one 

and I think the fruit has more flavor
cut open with a knife.
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Pickles
Constance Owens 

[PIK – UHLS] 

Pickles, pekilles, pekels, pöekels 

Preserved in brine, the knotty bullets 

languish in a glass, adorned, the dress code 

formal, a gleaming choker twisted around its neck  like an 

ornamented noose, a Ball sash scrolled across its breast. The 

gherkin-sage on display in the vault; the sign says, 

“He fired six pickles at the knob.”  

My grandmother is like a pickle, soused in vinegar, 

a small spiny fruit  picked from a tropical vine, 

cylindrical Cucumis anguria, a twining plant taking 

over the ground and covering chocolate sand, 

ochre stains on leaves, bacterial wilt on her powdery face, 

foliage withers to its death.  

Cucumber mosaic virus: her branches curl 

blackened. Chaplets, briny-edged, fall to the ground.  

Like a squash bug, she attacks her seedlings, 

inviting the slugs to gnaw on ripened fruit. 
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Crashing in Brooklyn 
DL Pravda 

Todd gives me permission to sleep after 

Polish vodka shots, mashed guitars and mutual 

musical respect at four in the morning. 

Sleeping bag on pad and floor, I've forgotten how to 

sleep in the city. Drips, footsteps, firetrucks freak 

by the window like stories of neighbors: 

about a month ago, a big bang ripped T from sleep, 

so he got up and peered out in the hallway where 

a Muslim man said sorry, sorry. The man's family 

vanished before light, before the cops came by  

and questioned the building with silence for answers. 

Drips, footsteps, furious voices on the street, I wish a night 

of drunken punk rock shows had deafened me. 

My stomach whines, reads the signs from headlights rolling by: five 

hours before eggs, toast, waffle and long ride home. 
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Oranges and Potato Chips 
Jessalyn Maguire 

The saline draining into my arm makes me even colder, 

my ring tightens around my finger  

as I fill up, a man named Mark is rushed 

in from the street, can hear the commotion 

while distracting a game on my tablet, 

it’s raining and he’s drunk— 

a kind of checked-out of his body I could never  

hope to get. I am so thirsty, I want to try to lick  

an ice cube again. Think this time I can keep it down.  

They wrap Mark in foil, tend to him like a stray, 

doctors repeat his name to keep him awake, I watch  

his lithe body through the slit in our curtain, my tiny, broken  

brother—opposites but the same. They come for my blood  

next, so many tests. I ask for another blanket, a full  

liter ater warmed up like rolls out of the oven, they swaddle  

me, but moving makes my tether pinch, can feel every vein, 

every  loathsome square inch. I squeeze my eyes shut, 

picture the woman  from the grocery store, about seventy-five, 

strappy dress grazing her splinter-shoulders, ribs announcing  

themselves with a voice loud as her bones’ sharp  

pitch, silver hair, glass sandals, ballerina arms, I stare  

at her, consume her. Hungry as ever. Frantic  

my eyes, like they could trip over their envy,  

disgust, and desire, race to ogle her basket. What’s the 

secret? Oranges and potato chips—nestled together in the 

corner. I need  more fluid, they hang another bag, not allowed 

to leave  till I pee, they pump me full, four liters they get to fit. 
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My face buckles, stomach blisters, eyelids overstep

Mark! Mark! keep hearing my brother’s name. Want to 

crawl inside  his shell, live under his bridge, blotto, 

bodiless,  give him my weight in exchange for his. 
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The Smoking Tree 
Tyler J. Adams 

The day was sullen, the sun cold, shaded gray behind the 

clouds, the air biting my skin. In front of me a tree, dead and 

gray, waiting for its spring revival. My friends, my coworkers, 

my brothers. It was where they smoked their cancer and passed 

the word on. The broken black tar picnic table, where the filtered 

ends of short flax sticks always lay scattered, was moved. An 

outline of ash in its usual place. It was now on the grass closer 

to the tree, to that one branch close enough to the ground that 

you could almost touch it, but not quite. I stepped up on the 

table, eyeing the new nylon rope hanging from the branch, 

knotted in the way seen in old westerns. It wasn’t my noose, I 

didn’t tie its knot; the one who did was sobering up in my room. 

I cut it down, that snare born of alcohol, putting it in the trash 

that the smokers pretended didn’t exist. They would be out soon, 

rising from their beds scratching the crust from their eyes, 

curious why their hangout had been tampered with. Not curious 

as to how someone could get their hands on ten feet of thick 

nylon rope at three in the morning, not curious as to how they 

could sneak it into a barracks past one door, three doors, seven 

doors, twenty doors all the way to the end of the hall without 

someone asking what it was for, and then all the way back with 

bottle in hand. The first of them yawned their way past me, 

popping their paperboard packs and taking their places. I 

turned away from them, from their choked laughter, the ash, the 

rot. Away from a dead tree, surrounded by dying men. 
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The Hairdryer
Sarah Cozort 

Its slender handle a swan neck over the tub, 

like a low bird or amphibian that lives to peer,  

to lurk, to sleep. Its electric umbilicus rooted 

to the wall. As with a new infant,  

its head is oblong, unreasonably shaped;  

its mouth wide as its face; its teeth, an iron grate 

that howls in my ear in the early morning.  

Steam rises from a new bath, and I immerse 

my body, think of the man I’ve left, 

and the first time he took me by the lake: 

a swan, hidden by the tangled overgrowth  

of a wild August, dove from a low cliff. 

We were startled into love, having forgotten: 

where there is Odette, there is Odile.
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Shaving my Unibrow
Jean-Luc Fontaine 

No one notices when my two eyebrows 

try to reconsolidate their relationship 

—not even my wife, who often massages 

the blackheads from my nose. 

But still, I dab the dark patch 

with shaving cream and wonder 

when I first became so self-conscious. 

Was it when the first party of pimples 

appeared on my cheeks like a group 

of red-faced frat-boys waiting anxiously 

for the keg? Or could it be that month 

in 11th grade when I didn’t shave, 

and my homeroom teacher 

pointed to my porcupine beard and told me 

it looked like her 6-month-old 

toothbrush? Is it possible the spider 

that crawled out my hair during 2nd period 

clobbered my confidence 

—the gaggle of freshmen laughing, 

asking if I could remember 

the last time I held a bar of soap? Oh! 

It doesn’t matter, I mutter as a conspiracy 
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of wrinkles forms around my eyes. 

I wet my razor with hot water, 

then watch as steam fogs up the mirror— 

my unibrow like a fraying rope slowly breaking 

from the pull and tug of all my insecurities. 
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Bright, Indiana 
Carley Besl 

The last time, we have sex in his car. We drive out past the 

water tower on North Dearborn, take that left turn onto gravel. I 

bolt myself to the seat, ratchet my fingers around the headrest. 

One bare foot threatens the window. I feel it strain. Feel the 

silent trees bowing over the road, their arms heavy with green 

and small animals that sleep with their babies in rustling nests, 

each star a sharp tooth too far to harm them. After, he cracks 

the door and we giggle in the absurdity of the overhead light, 

our faces red and wet as July. He drops the condom. I think of 

it leaking there while we drive back, slowly until it’s a flat white 

worm on the shoulder of the road, where some runner will 

double step to avoid it, in the morning, mist pooling and 

spinning around her ankles, mist tonguing the leaves of locust 

trees. So early, cicadas are still silent, but the cows shake their 

pendulous ears, sloop their way into the field. And that runner, 

she picks up speed. She gets home before the mist burns off, 

makes coffee, checks her sleeping baby, and then cooks eggs 

for her husband, who leaves for work late, because she invites 

him back to bed, heart still thrashing from the unfinished work 

of living. 
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Timing
Hannah Rose 

Chests swell thinking of what it means to be patriotic. 

Shoulders shake nowadays 

moving to cover a heart, and begin the recitation. 

Hat in hand, eyes on the red, white and blue 

wondering when recognition will strike— 

the perfect time to reach a fist 

up and out of the encroaching infernal hatred 

this country has cultivated 

in fields tended by the hands of minorities 

who have been fooled into dreaming 

here, anything is possible. 

Here – under a crème brûlée sun 

crisping up the creamy custard clouds. 

Here—slowly, over centuries desire burns 

to understand how hard it is to speak 

about the craving for sweet, delicious freedom 

promised us after eating all our vegetables, 

picking all the cotton 

and sitting quietly, ladylike 

waiting and hiding with a charred tongue, 

nostrils filled with smoke and gas, 

backs cracking under others’ silver spoons and black batons. 

Here—where fact-checkers cringe 

behind clicking cameras—on and off. 

The stage lights illuminating how ugly 

the truth is they’ve found. 

When did knowledge get so risky? 

How can anyone ease the rage 

making chests swell 
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thinking of what it means to be a patriot. 
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Old Match
Derek Graf 

Tampa sleeps beneath an interstate 

with a fifth of vodka in its roughed-up 

hand after another long night getting lit.  

In any case, you switch hornets with bats 

and realize with forgot, turns out it makes 

a huge difference. Tampa throws 

potted plants out the window  

of a pawn shop and won’t stop 

without a good reason. You believe 

you’re alone, running from bridge  

to bridge without notice. No one thinks  

you’re very smart once they boil you down 

to a small country of gnats. Tampa films 

a documentary without any problems.  

It’s about the drainage ditch, the warm  

trash, and the fast excuses you drum up 

so easily these days. Tampa sends you 

a text with its last words, but forgets 

the hard truth that dreams don’t sing. 
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Poem Beginning With a Line from 
James Schuyler 

A reply to “Twilight, West New York”
John Repp

Smoke it like a cigarette, don’t chew it like a cigar 

unless you first truly study the wet & shining tip 

of a panatela—how tender, how slick when just lit, 

what delight to bite delicately as you smoke it down, 

now & then rolling it between fingers & thumb,  

brandishing it, twist-tapping ash into the amber ashtray. 

The gray of the December city in mid-afternoon begs  

not to be noticed as you daydream, pluck a shred 

of tobacco off tongue-tip, send another stream 

of blue smoke toward the ceiling, water dripping 

into the tub behind the solid-oak door over there, 

the fresh enamel coat yours, spread tenderly, the brush 

licking every satiny inch of the beveled surface, 

muted light in aromatic dusk, more care now to take 

when you reach for the knob, turn, pull & you’re in. 
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Encountering Walt
Dennis Goza 

When I bumped into the innumerate bard 

who'd eased out into the misty yard, 

unwilling to contribute applause 

to the astronomer's lecture, I tried to bring 

illuminated Cliff's Notes – tried to sing 

the equations, dance the proofs and laws 

to show that order, magnitude, design 

empower the stars to do more than shine; 

that figures don't hack, but concatenate 

(webbing the futuristic and the pagan – 

astrology and lore with Carl Sagan) 

like patient spiders. He wouldn't abate 

the silence he took for perfection, because 

being a void, it contained no flaws. 
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Carcass of a Baby Goat
Cassondra Windwalker 

A tangled heap of bones and hide 

cast into a ditch, this discarded infant 

bore only one blow before the end: 

flies are eager for that old blood, 

rooting into the already-softening flesh 

to succor and sustain their own hordes, 

but it is not the battered skull 

that draws my eye; instead, 

I cannot look away from the tender hooves 

dangling useless from slender limbs –  

the whole story of stunted promise 

is told in those soft hooves 

the remorseless answer of cruelty to life, 

of that something black that crawls 

and feeds on fear, delights in pain, 

seeks the defenseless with hunger unshakable: 

those hooves will find no purchase 

on stone, will not leap fearless 

from cliff to cloud to cliff again, 

will not strike with vigor at foes, 

will only lie unhardened, unquickened, 

unfulfilled, and when the flies and beetles 

have obscured all other sign, 

bear final witness to the stolen life. 

Bear final witness to the stolen life. 
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Fishing Season
Alyssa Pearl Fusek 

The irony isn’t lost on me —  

the sushi on my plate speaks, 

how tragic. On the TV 

fishermen haul, gut, chastise 

albacore tuna, their blood clotting  

for human livelihood 

and I think about Alaska, 

her blood-bright salmon 

spotted from the train, from the shore, 

wondering if my spawn will leave me gently 

or if it will be ripped out by desperate men. 

I open and close a homeless jaw 

with the toe of my boot, next to a spine 

tangled in the tide’s misgivings. 

A salmon, bleached pink and almost no longer, 

struggles upriver to breach  

its final frontier. 

I have that longing too, 

but instead I look away and up 

at the juvenile bald eagles flying 

above me. 
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That Night at the Fair
Jerri Burros 

A year from now when you ask 

me to share the moment I knew, 

I’ll say it was the night at the fair 

when, queasy from the Greek fare 

and rides that spun us on our sides— 

“This must be what your clothes feel 

Like inside the washing machine”— 

we chose something tamer  

and discussed the sex lives of carnies 

and made up a backstory  

for the Eastern European guy who took 

our tickets and pointed to our seat. 

Our seatbelt wouldn’t fasten  

but you said it was more fun that way 

and pulled the bar over our laps 

just to keep us inside. 

We moved forward as you rocked  

us to and fro, but when 

we were thrown into reverse, 

you threw your hands in the air and laughed 

so hard it hurt my heart. 

You were the best thing I’d ever seen. 

Afterward, we walked to the car,  

our legs wobbly  

like newborn foals. 
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A nine-legged spider bragged
Richard Weaver 

To his fellow arachnids: He was, he said, the future. 

The one. The only. The liquid silk yardstick by which  

all spinners will be measured. A true blue-blood, 

he travels the earth with no more than four legs 

bound to ground at any one time. There were those 

who mock him and his extra appendage; called it a tail, 

or a faux penis. A failed Phoenix. Others delighted in  

turning themselves over and laughing with their legs  

in Happy Baby pose. Elders squinted with malice  

and unhidden disdain, unable to be as flexible.  

His possible mates, however, were intrigued  

by his transmogrification, and huddled around  

as if hypnotized. All too willing to weave a web 

with him, to go where he went, to spin, to seek,  

to further blur the line between prayer and preying. 
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Liberal College Student Plays it Safe 
by Pandering to His Peers 

Mike Esposito 

Trump is bad 

am I right? 



Fiction
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The Good Work of Our Lord 
Brittany Ackerman 

It was kind of like Andrew had a gun so Luke wanted a 

gun. While Andrew was at work, Luke brought out his 9mm 

that he hid under the bathroom sink and shot it through the 

next room. Andrew didn't care for that. There’s still a hole in 

the oven no one ever got fixed. Andrew told me Luke was a 

fucking idiot. He asked me things like what did I see in him, 

how could I put up with his stupidity? I told him Luke was 

different when we met, before he got into steroids and Jesus. 

“Kid fucks more hookers than I do,” Andrew said once. That 

was something I chose to ignore.
I met Luke at the mall. He was buying a suit from 

my mom—she works at Macy’s—and I was visiting her for 

lunch because I never had anything else to do. He said he 

needed the suit for his sponsor’s wedding. My mom pulled me 

aside. She didn't really want me to talk to him; she said he 

looked like a hooligan. But I introduced myself anyway 

while she went to pick out a tie.  He gave me his card and I 

put it in my purse.

We went on a date the next day.  He told me he was a 

recruiter for treatment facilities, which meant he found addicts 

off the street or in meetings, people who had nowhere to go, 

and kids who might be dead if he hadn’t stepped in and 

offered a helping hand. Until Luke I didn't know anything 

about the recovery world. My mom had tried over and over 

again to just pay doctors a bunch of money to make my 

brother’s problems go away, but Luke told me there was more 

to it than that. It was about behavioral therapy, changing your 

behavior. It was about changing your life. 
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Luke gave Andrew a lot of business, bringing him 

clients in the middle of the night, something we fought about 

because he’d leave me in bed to go pick a kid up from Orlando 

or Naples; he’d drive all night just to make money off their 

insurance so he could afford a new video game or a fresh 

pair of Nikes.  One time Luke got a call from Miami and it 

ended up being my brother who was the “busted up junkie 

looking to score.”  They fought outside of a Taco Bell until my 

brother fell and broke his arm.  At least that’s what I 

understood through my mom’s incoherent sobs.  Luke gave 

me a hug when he came home early the next morning.  He 

said he couldn’t help my brother that only God could, maybe 

if I prayed hard enough.  We never talked about it again.

When Luke left to “do good work,” it was just me 

and Andrew alone in the house.  Andrew made chicken and 

broccoli and always offered me some even though I said no.  

I’d wear my pajamas out in the hallway and pretend I was 

looking for something just to get his attention.  He was 

much cuter than Luke, in a dark kind of way.  Luke had 

tattoos all over his body. There was one that said, “For I know 

the plans I have for you, plans to prosper you and not to 

harm you, plans to give you hope and a future” on his chest 

above his heart. In meetings he’d place his hand over the 

words. He once told me Jeremiah was his favorite book of 

the Bible, “After Isaiah, and Luke of course.” 

Other times Andrew was gone too, at his own 

job, something that seemed more legitimate because he dealt 

with logistics rather than “herding.”  Luke often compared 

himself to a shepherd, like Jesus, while Andrew simply 

polished the pearly gates of heaven making sure everyone 

enjoyed their stay. Andrew said his job was okay, it paid the 

bills, but he spent most of his money on guns and cybersex 

girls named 
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Sabrina and Candy.  I never saw any girls over at the house

for him except this one girl from Oregon named Holly who 

wanted to get married and have a family.  He said he met her 

in an online chat room.  He said she sent him a picture of her 

pussy the first time they talked.   

I missed Andrew more than Luke, so I pulled my laptop 

from the nightstand and searched for Andrew’s rehab facility, 

“Quiet Waters, Delray Beach, FL.” A picture of a blue building 

popped up, with text below telling the narrative of the center. 

Established in 1995, longstanding reputation in the community 

with young people and old alike, something about being next to 

Lake Ida. I clicked on the website and looked at the Staff page. 

I found Andrew’s image, his eyes—black, broad shoulders, no 

smile, black hair covered with a beanie. I enlarged the picture 

as big as it would go. I perused the site and found a chat option.

I clicked it, unsure of what that might entail, and a box popped 

up in the bottom left-hand corner of my screen. 

“Hello, this is Andrew, I'm a rehabilitation technician, and 

how can I help you tonight?” 

My heart jumped. I felt like he could see me, but I knew 

he couldn’t. 

“Hi.” I wrote. 

“Are you okay? Do you need me to call 911?” 

“No.” 

“How can I help you tonight? Are you looking for 

treatment?” 

I muted my TV even though he couldn’t hear me. 

“What’s your name?” He asked, in lieu of my response. 

“Holly,” I said, without thinking. 
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“Holly, where are you?” 

I imagined Andrew sitting at his desk, taking off his auto-

responses and leaning in, paying closer attention to our chat 

box on the screen. 

“Oregon,” I said, playing along. 

There was a long pause, but it said he was typing. 

“Please don’t do this shit again, Holly.” 

He left the chat and signed off. A few moments later 

another name came up on the screen. Jeff. A supervisor. I 

signed off and closed my laptop. 

My mom set me up on a date with this guy, Craig.  He 

was bald and rode a motorcycle.  My mom hated Luke and even 

though I stressed to her he was my boyfriend. She said the 

same thing every time: “It remains to be seen.”  Craig was thirty-

six, ten years older than me, and she met him at Macy’s too. 

He was buying an outfit to go on potential dates, even though 

he didn't have any.  My mom showed Craig my picture, an old 

one from college, a sorority party where I wore a camo-print 

leotard and no pants.  We went out a few times, mostly to drink 

beer at dive bars or go shoot some of his guns at the range in 

West Palm.  He was nice, but I couldn’t see him becoming my 

whole world. 

Craig took me to this place on the water one night in 

Boynton, but I told him I’d meet him there because the 

motorcycle made me feel sick.  It was actually the only thing I 

liked about him, but we hadn’t slept together yet and I didn't 

plan on that ever happening.  I took my mom’s car and realized 

after a few martinis that I shouldn’t be driving.  I didn’t want to 

go home and I didn't want to hitch a ride with Craig.  He kept 
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calling me his baby, and I wanted to die.  He had a beard and 

was sort of a redneck.  He was the kind of guy who ate sticks 

of meat from the gas station and believed a dip in the river was 

a shower.  “That’s a shower from God,” he’d say. 

I told him I had to get home and remembered I was close 

to Andrew and Quiet Waters in Boynton Beach.  I drove with 

such purpose, such great ambition, the kind of spirit one has 

when they’ve had too much to drink and know they’re doing 

something wrong, something sort of off the rails.  It must have 

been around two or so.  When I got there I sat in the parking lot. 

I couldn't get out of the car. There was a train coming. I was 

right off Dixie. I’ll get out of the car when the train passes, I 

thought. I sat in the car for another thirty minutes and I saw 

Andrew come out front to smoke a cigarette. He started walking 

toward the car and I realized I had the lights on. 

“What are you doing here? Are you okay?” He asked. 

“Yeah! I just wanted to see where you worked.” 

“Uhh, okay. Are you sure you’re all right? You seem kind 

of manic. Is this about Luke?” 

“Oh, no. We haven’t even really been talking.” 

“I'm sorry.” 

“Is it okay if we go in and just talk or something? I mean 

I'm already here.” 

“I'm not really supposed to have guests while I'm working, 

but no one gives a fuck. I just need to feed the alley cats.” 

He threw his cigarette in a puddle and walked me around 

the back of the blue building.  He took cat food out of his pockets 

and placed it in an empty dish outside the back door.  All of a 

sudden, a bunch of cats came out from under dumpsters and 

behind walls to have a snack. 
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“I'm the only one that feeds them,” he said. 

“That’s nice of you.” 

“Eh, they’re all gonna die, diseased and shit, but it’s the 

least I can do.” 

One of the cats, a small grey one, nestled up against his 

bare ankle and he kicked It away. 

We walked inside the back door to the building.  The 

halls were lit but his office was dark.  There was a wide-open 

space in the middle and the desks were all around the perimeter. 

It looked like someone could stand in the middle and give a 

talk about booking addicts into the facility, or like the 

employees might have a death match in the center. 

Andrew brought an extra swivel chair up next to his in 

the cubicle and we sat in the dark with only the glow of his 

laptop screen emitting any light. 

“Sorry, I have to keep the chats open in case someone 

wants to kill themselves or something.” 

“I understand.” 

“So what’s going on? Luke’s being a fuckhead?” 

“I don't know. I'm just in a strange place.” 

“What do you mean?” 

“I mean I know I'm not supposed to be with him, but I 

don't want to be alone. 

 And I think it could work if he just...” 

“If he just what? Was a completely different person?” He 

laughed. 

“Ha! Yeah, right.” 
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There was a ding coming from his laptop. 

“Hold on,” he said. “I gotta respond to this.” 

I watched him press a few buttons and answer the chat 

that had popped up. It was a guy, Tim from Dallas, and he was 

looking for treatment. Andrew pressed a few buttons to elicit 

ready-made replies that he shot back out. I saw how impersonal 

the whole process was.  

“Oh Jesus fucking Christ this guy wants me to call him. I 

gotta get my headset. Hold on. Sorry.” 

“It’s okay, I’ll wait here.” 

Andrew stepped away from his desk and began talking 

to Tim. His voice was robotic as he went over dates and prices, 

the logistics of getting Tim from Dallas to Delray.  I saw a text 

message pop up on Andrew’s phone that he left beside his 

computer.  It was a message from Luke.  Luke was asking if he 

wanted to see the new Tarantino movie the next night.  I 

checked my phone.  Luke hadn’t texted me.  Another message 

popped up: “Carly is coming, she can bring a friend for you.”    

Andrew came back to the cubicle and looked frustrated. 

 “What happened with Tim?” I asked. 

“Fucker hung up on me. He was probably high.” 

“I'm sorry.” 

“Don’t be sorry.  This is the shit I deal with every day.” 

Andrew grabbed his phone and glanced at the screen.  

“How late are you here tonight?” 

“I'm doing a graveyard, which blows because Luke just 

asked if I wanted to go see a movie tomorrow but I’ll be so tired 

and probably fall asleep like a jerkoff.  Sometimes if there’s no 
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activity online for a while, I’ll sleep under my desk or something.  

But it’s been busy lately.  And remember Holly?  The girl…” 

“From Oregon?” 

“Yeah.  She’s been contacting me, a lot.  She messaged 

my work chat.  You’re lucky you’re not bat shit crazy.” 

“I'm not going to see Luke anymore,” I said and wasn’t 

even sure why.  I felt like I needed to make a statement, a 

declaration of independence or something. 

“You deserve better,” he said. 

“Thanks.” 

“What’s going on with your brother?  Did he ever agree 

to go into treatment?” 

“Luke told you about that?” 

“Oh, yeah, sorry.  He kind of tells me everything.  I'm like, 

kind of his mentor.” 

“My brother was Baker Acted last week.  He got out of 

the hospital but no one’s heard from him.  I'm kind of used to it 

by now…” 

“I'm sorry.  And really, I mean it.  I used to be such a fuck 

up—I still am.  I was homeless for a while, used to spend every 

single cent on heroin.  I didn't shower for a month once, and 

when I finally got to take a shower at my next rehab, I stood 

there in the shower for long time, letting the dirt and crud wash 

off my body.  There was a big pool of black around my feet.  It 

wasn’t until then I realized I needed to get clean.  Maybe that 

needs to happen for your brother, that low point…” 

“Rock bottom.” 

“Yeah, exactly.  But damn, I'm sorry.  I hope he’s okay.” 
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I could feel tears rising, and I breathed in deep to keep 

them at bay.  I leaned over in my swivel chair and waited for 

him to move in close and kiss me.  He put his hand on my thigh 

and moved it up my skirt, felt the wet between my legs and 

began to kiss my neck, bite my ear, nuzzle his nose in my hair 

and smell me, deeply.  His lips never touched mine.  He pulled 

away and looked down, like he had just shot a dog by accident. 

“I have to get back to work. I have some stuff to file and 

I just realized that the cameras might be working and if 

someone sees you I'm fucked.” 

“Are you going to tell Luke I was here?” I asked. 

“No. I think it’s best for the both of us if we don't say shit 

about this.” 

Andrew walked me back to my mom’s car. I waited for a 

moment to see if he’d offer a hug goodbye, but that didn't 

happen. I drove all the way to A1A and took that back home 

instead of the highway. I pulled in across the street from my 

mom’s apartment on the other side of the Intracoastal.  The sun 

was just coming up over the horizon.  I walked out to the beach 

and took my shoes off, held them in my hands. I put my feet in 

the water, something I seldom did, even though I lived so close 

to the ocean. I said a prayer for my brother, like I did every night, 

and wondered if God could hear me.  
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Feast of Saint Blaise 
Emily Vieyra 

The teacher with one leg always says, May I. Use 

the Rest. Room. Please, whenever Jamie asks if he can go to 

the bathroom at preschool. He does not want to rest, and in 

fact Jamie never takes a nap in the preschool room, 

although he lies on his mat with his lip zipped for the sake of 

his friends who arrive before six o'clock. Jamie unzips just 

ahead of Mass because he needs to go number-one. 

Always does after morning snack. 

May I, Jamie echoes, Please. His eyes land on a patch 

of glitter from yesterday's Art Lab. The flecks twinkle when he 

moves his head. He sees himself walking the long hallway to 

the bathroom, laughs because he does not want to take a bath 

there. Mrs. Dowell waits with her one leg. Once at Circle Time 

she took off her fake leg and showed all the kids, amazed on 

their carpets, how she put it back on with special goop for the 

stumpy end so it could move around smoothly on the fake part. 

She shifts her fake leg and her sandal touches the glitter and 

hides the light. Jamie looks at the plastic toes of her fake leg, 

and sees the same fake skin color of the rest of the fake leg 

where the fake pink polish on the fake toenails has scraped off 

above the strap of her sandal, which is real. Mama has the 

same pair of shoes just like yours, Jamie tells her, and the 

teacher limps with him to the door of the classroom and tells 

him to hurry before Mass time, Jamie, your bathrooming is 

clockwork, but you still need to be on time, so hurry up but 

walking-feet, Jamie. At the threshold of the heavy door thrown 

wide against the wall for the day, the carpet switches from 

speckled yellow to red. Mrs. Dowell guides Jamie into the 

hallway and points him off. 
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He heads down the hallway with his best walking-feet 

and he is all alone, not even the lunch helpers or big kids he 

doesn’t know around, all the classrooms on one side and the 

class pictures hanging on the other and the bathroom door 

somewhere past all of this, and he’s singing, “Where the 

lemonade springs and the bluebird sings, in the Big Rock 

Candy Mountains!” and matching his steps in time with the 

drumbeats in his head until the beats get really fast together 

until they aren’t drumbeats anymore, but the deep rumbling of 

the earth and a volcano is about to erupt. He could avoid the 

lava flow with his super-fast hops and skips, like Jack Be 

Nimble, Jack Be Quick from Circle Time yesterday. He’s still 

walking-feet and not running, but the lava comes running up to 

his feet, and he’s getting hot, about to be burned up, and when 

he looks back he can’t see the classroom door anymore, the 

hallway’s so full of lava. The only way out is to open the 

bathroom door and drain all the lava from his school and save 

everyone. Well, almost everyone. Everyone except Mrs. Dowell 

who’s too slow to get away from the lava and it burned up her 

fake leg, so with nothing to prop her up, she fell in and became 

a mummy instantly. Now Jamie has hot stepping toes and the 

bathroom door is almost within reach. The door looks and feels 

almost wet but it is dry. He wipes his fingers on his cheek to 

make sure. 

The biggest, oldest church building in town has devoted 

its entire south end to a preschool and the first couple of school 

grades for big kids who stay until the afternoon and eat lunch in 

the Fellowship Hall and they are supposed to be quiet but they 

can't, because their mouths are too big. The church reminds 

Jamie of a castle with its stone walls and bastions and steeples 

and fancy lights and red carpets inside. Jamie likes to spend 

time in the bathroom because it is a funhouse in there. The 

large mirror behind the row of sinks reminds him of a part in a 
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book that Mama reads him where some explorers find a crystal 

cavern and see themselves reflected in funny ways on the 

jagged shards and planes of the rocks in the cave. The rock-

mirrors make the fat explorer look skinny and the skinny one 

look fat, and makes the youngest who is also the scaredest look 

kind of wrinkled and mean. The mirror in the bathroom wobbles 

the room when Jamie moves. As he pops up tip-toe in front of 

it, horizontal waves pass over his reflection and make his face 

wobble. He bobs up and down on his toes and laughs as the 

mirror stretches his eyes so they take up half his face, then 

shoves his eyes and nose together. Sometimes the mirror gives 

him a highly domed head that reminds him of the ceiling in the 

chapel down the red hallway where he goes with his class to 

pray. A window high up on the wall has a big red letter P with 

an X on the tail, exactly the same as all the sparkling tablecloths 

in the chapel. X marks the spot for a treasure. He knows that 

the teacher with one leg will come for him if he takes a long time 

going to the bathroom. Mrs. Dowell will balance on her real leg 

at the doorway of the bathroom and tell them to hurry, but she 

never comes in because she's not a boy. You have to have a 

penis to get in. If you don't have a penis, you can't come in here. 

Sometimes she sends his friend Johnny in to tell him to quick, 

flush and wash. 

The mirror is the best thing about school, the best thing 

to think about because it bends the bathroom and everything in 

it a little differently every day. When he says mirror, all the r's 

come out “uwhuh” and Mrs. Dowell corrects him. Jamie can 

hear the difference but he can't make it with his mouth. It's like 

revving an engine that does not turn over, and that's when 

Mama says Shit, come on, baby and then Excuse my French. 

Mama never corrects his mouth like Mrs. Dowell but makes 

sure his shirt tags are in the back and snaps his pants so fast 

he can't see how it works. The bathroom with the best mirror is 
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also the best bathroom at school, because it's not for grown-

ups or big kids, only boys in his class. The toilets are just the 

right size and the sinks are just the right height. 

Jamie dips in front of the mirror and laughs as his baby 

teeth get smaller, space closer like white highway lines that 

merge in the rearview mirror he likes to watch on rides when he 

is strapped high into the middle of the back of Mama's car. Lines 

wave back as he moves forward, but every line shoots across 

Mama's face in the double reflection because it doesn't know 

her. They shoot past like shooting stars, and the 

whooshoowhoosh reminds Jamie why he asked to come here 

in the first place. He needs to go number-one, sees a crusted 

faucet drip yellow onto a line of rust in the farthest sink. Those 

crusty little stalactites don't come off, they're attached just like 

in real cave expeditions. The letter P is crossed out on the 

window facing the door. The pressure down there feels kind of 

good to Jamie, he's kinking the hose, and he doesn't want to let 

go of it but he has to soon, otherwise he'll pee his pants in Mass, 

and the big kids would laugh. They would sit on the other side 

of the aisle and answer all Father George's questions, 

questions like why did God make you and why are Jamie's 

pants all wet? 

Jamie pulls down his pants and underwear all together 

as Daddy taught him, aims pee on a red bulb that looks like a 

clown's nose. If he gets a little on the edge of the stand-up toilet, 

he does not wipe it off the way he wipes the sit-down toilet's 

seat off at home, because there is no seat in this bathroom if 

it's just number-one. The cold tooth-material that feels wet even 

when it isn't goes up the wall taller than Jamie on his tip-toes. 

Shiny beads speckle the silvery flush-bar like sweat. It sweats 

pee and makes the floor a little slippery. 

Today Jamie pretends his stream is a waterfall, very-

very small compared to the great-big waterfall that comes 
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closer every second. Sinbad's ship heads toward the very-very-

big waterfall. And then he's done and he pulls the silver handle 

to oh no, stop the ship but oh no, too late and whooshoowhoosh 

he goes down the great-big-giant waterfall, the spray goes 

everywhere. In that story about Sinbad, Eris thought he didn't 

have a heart but he did have feelings and Sinbad always, 

always finds the lost treasure. Eris tries to hide the light but the 

sun always, always rises over Sinbad's ship. Jamie stands, 

wiggles his pants into place. He turns and the mirror wobbles 

the room like a ship setting to rights. 

The biggest problem is a snap. 

He bears down at the top of his pants with clenched teeth 

and there is only the corner of the mirror darkened with age and 

his strain. He straightens, pants with effort. Snap up before 

Mass. He doubles again, fingers white from the pressure. Jamie 

grinds in frustration. Breath and pulse fill his ears, so he sees 

the flash of hair gone white from the sun before he hears the 

big kid talk. 

“Hey, kid, c’mere.” Jamie looks up at him, shakes his 

head. The mirror wobbles a head. Jamie was expecting Mrs. 

Dowell or Johnny, not a big boy. 

“Here, help me out? C’mere.” The big kid appears 

deflated. One of his shirt cuffs is unbuttoned, the sleeve 

carelessly shoved up an arm. The stiff cuff hangs down from 

near his elbow, lolls like a head on a broken neck. The boy's 

bowl of white-yellow hair glows and flops in time with his nods. 

“Here, c'mere. Help me? It really, really hurts when I pee.” 

The last word opens the air around it. 

The boy with glowing hair is quick, and Jamie cannot get 

out of the line of fire. He opens his mouth to protest, but the big 

kid is so strong, pins him to the wall between the urinals. Then 

he unzips his pants, shoves his hips toward Jamie's face. Here, 

put it in your mouth. He holds Jamie's chin open, pushes into 
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his mouth. It is warm rubber to start, then stiff and slippery, with 

a bolt head the shape of a star. Jamie feels cracks run through 

it like veins. Morning snack comes up in his throat and burns. 

The corners of his lips stretch and sting. Glowing kinks brush 

Jamie's nose and tickle, the smell of sick-sweet fabric softener 

and sweat hangs over him. His fingers splay, arms uncertain in 

the extra body heat. The letter of the week is X. Jamie sees an 

X-ray like all the alphabet posters have with his eyes squeezed

shut, flashes of light that stutter each with each thrust of the big

kid holding Jamie in place show two skeletons that aren't even

touching. X-ray. Xylophone. Next. Exit. Exit. Exit. The big kid

pushes against him, grunts. Jamie's eyes water, and he finds a

way to breathe, cries muffled by a shudder that nearly knocks

him down, even though he is pinned against the wall. Then it is

over. The big-kid melts from the top down like a candle.

The bells ring chapel time and the boy with glowing hair 

lets go his fistful of Jamie's hair, relaxes out of his mouth. Jamie 

splutters, coughs out big-kid pee from his burning, buzzing 

mouth. Big-kid pee sticks to the red clown nose like snot. The 

big kid buttons, zips, snaps. His head hides the exit sign over 

the dark, slick doorway. 

Jamie thinks of a white cast for when you break a bone. 

He feels the bolt upright halt of it, even though he has never 

broken. Jamie thinks he would sign a white cast with a big-fat 

marker with a big-fat tip with a big-fat letter X, a treasure map 

that got lost to Sinbad when his ship broke. 

Jamie knows where the chapel is from the bathroom. 

Light stutters under the chapel doors, and he pushes them open 

without meaning to. Kids from his class file up the aisle, arms 

crossed tight over their chests. The big kids are half-kneeling, 

half-sitting in the pews, their arms slack. 

Under the first hanging light, Jamie makes his X and 

joins the processional. Mrs. Dowell bows her head at him, then 
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limps to one side to let him follow the last kid in line. When 

Jamie sees the white candles tied in an X, his arms fall limp for 

the blessing. Murmurs and incense waft into his face, heavy 

and spicy. The words to protect him stay hard and cool like the 

candles pressed against his throat. They don't blaze, they ask 

Saint Blaise. May I. Please. 

Then it is over. The smoke tapers away. The sanctuary 

candle hangs in the air, glows red through the glass. Casts a 

final star onto the domed ceiling. Bends the light down out of 

reach. Melts from the top down, drips stuck on the sides. 

Flames eat up air and blacken the bolts. No one ever blows out 

the sanctuary candle. It has no choice, it has to burn whether 

it's day or night, just like the sun. All the blessed throats in the 

chapel, big and small, open wide in song. 
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Addicts Anonymous
Kathryn Fitzpatrick 

Our group is called Addicts Anonymous and none of us 

know to what it is that the any of the others are addicted. We 

meet once a week in the basement of a library that people 

stopped going to on account of the lack of books, meaning that 

there are none because we took them all off the shelves in 

order to create furniture for ourselves, book chairs, book tables, 

a book sculpture in the shape of a large book because it is always 

important to view art.  

The room’s ceilings are low. There are three windows, 

lined up along the only wall that looks out to something 

that isn’t underground, and they are so dusty that the room 

appears to be saturated in a fog like oatmeal. There is a single 

lamp in the corner that adorns each of us with long, thin, dark 

shadows that live hinged to our feet like the lid to our openness.  

We sit in circles, mostly. Once we tried to make 

more interesting shapes, only the people who were not corners 

began to feel jealous of those who were and then a hierarchy 

began to form, which is not what our meetings are about. So we 

returned to sitting in circles, where everyone is just as important 

as everyone else, and no one matters much at all, since if one 

were to leave our group, we would simply contract like a sneeze 

in a sinus, we would just be a slightly smaller circle. Good 

riddance. 

 This is what we do: we tell facts. The facts we tell need 

not be addiction related, because if you are an addict, it 

matters not to what, then every story you might ever dream of 

telling is addiction related. To dream of anything outside of the 

addiction is to imagine a new color or hear a previously 

unheard sound—it does not, cannot, exist. 

 This is what we do next: we partake in an activity. 

Once the final fact has been told and the room has settled into  
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its silence like the most comfortable sleeping position, we stand 

and move together, inside the circle of book chairs, and we 

start to do something. It does not matter what we do, just 

whatever the first person starts doing, we join in and we 

do it together.  Sometimes the thing is dancing, chanting, 

sometimes it is waving our arms about like windshield wipers 

or stripping our clothes from our bodies and embracing. 

This is what we do last: we eat. Everyone brings something, 

it does not matter what, it matters only that we nourish 

ourselves together. It is important that we watch one another fill 

ourselves with something that is not the thing that we want to be 

filling ourselves with at every given moment. We crowd around 

our book table and take handfuls of the food in fists and force it 

between our lips, chew, and chew swallow. Then we smile at one 

another, our teeth freckled with something edible, our stomachs 

rattling with bites of that which we were not craving. Sometimes we 

have parties which is when we dress up in gowns and dance with 

one another, holding another body close, pressed against ours like 

a reflection or like we are trying to absorb human via osmosis. 

We are a peaceful species, we are a sad one, a romantic 

one, a nostalgic one, a remorseful one, but we do not war with 

one another. The way we see it, we have already caused the 

world enough trouble. To be addicted to anything is to be too 

intense for this place. To want to consume all of something and 

only that thing is greedy and it offends people who know how to 

manage their hunger.  

We were a peaceful species until the arrival of Joe. We had 

hardly realized that all of us addicts were not men until the arrival of 

a man. But he appears in our doorway, having descended the 

vacant library’s stairs, and he is so facial haired and proudly 

breastless that it embarrasses us. We feel as if we should 

mention that he has forgotten something. 

“Where is all of your furniture?” he asks, and his voice echoes 

off the basement’s concrete walls in a way that our whispered 
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condolences never have. The walls look surprised to be touched by 

the volume and those of us standing beside them stroke 

the hard cold to console them. “You can’t just use books as 

furniture.”  

But we already did, none of us say. 

We look at one another, our faces identical, and then back to Joe 

who says, “I’m Joe.” We feel offended, we press fingers to our 

cheeks like paused slaps because this meeting is 

Addicts Anonymous and now we know too much. We feel as 

childish as children only feel around adults. We feel aware that we 

have made the chairs we sit in from books and only now are we 

realizing that it might not be creative or cute or meaningful that 

this is the furniture we have chosen to use. We feel silly. And we 

feel aware that we are sitting, small, while Joe stands on the 

bottom stair, but still a step up from the rest of us. “Hello,” we say, 

purposefully not using his name, not labelling him, “Hello welcome 

hello. Please sit, please do, hello, welcome sit.” We are so polite, 

so civil, we are being overly adult, and we sound like geese in a 

circle. “Hi, hello, sit, sit.” 

Joe’s facial hair makes him masked and unexposed, less 

bare than the rest of us and we all watch it, untrusting, wanting to 

peel the beard from his skin, pluck each hair like the feathers of a 

turkey. We pat our own virgin faces as if applying foundation 

although none of us wear it here. He wears a suit that barely fits 

him, it bags about his body and we wonder whether there is only 

air beneath the cotton. His shoes are polished with the wrong 

shade of black and all of us feel humiliated, for we sit around in 

stained tee shirts and sweatpants with split crotch seams that 

make us feel as imperfect as overstuffed baseballs. Joe 

checks his watch, a practicality no one has ever thought of here, 

and he says, “What time do you usually get started?” 

We look about ourselves and none of us recognize any of 

us anymore. We are all different and all the same, uniformed 

schoolgirls, we shrug in unison.  
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“Let’s get started then,” says Joe and we all agree that now 

would be a good time to start. But when no one speaks, we are 

feeling shy, Joe claps his hands and says, “So who usually chairs 

this meeting?” And the word CHAIRS ricochets between the 

basement’s walls like a pinball game and we all take offense for we 

are sure he is making fun of our book stools. 

“What do you usually do first?” asks Joe and his voice, like a 

flood, is slowly starting to fill the room, seeping through the cracks in 

the concrete till there is a pool of his vowels on the floor, his syllables 

wet the soles of our shoes and we lift our feet like children whose 

legs dangle above the ground. “We tell facts,” we say, and we are so 

proud to have the answer to his question, we are so proud that we 

sit up straight and we all look up to see how close our heightened 

heads are to the ceiling.  

“Okay,” says Joe, “I’ll start. I’m Joe and I’m an alcoholic.” We 

frown, those of us who are not Joe, and we hold our breaths inside 

of us to feel as if we are in charge of something. This meeting is not 

for alcoholics, they have their own clubs. This meeting is not for drug 

addicts, for they can attend their carefully categorized groups where 

everyone knows what everyone else’s vices are and they can all be 

so loud and happy to know that their addiction is popular enough to 

deserve a name and a category and be advertised in the local 

newspaper. Our meeting is for the addicts who do not fall like 

Connect Four tokens into slots that are made for them. Our meeting 

is for the addicts whose addictions have never been said aloud. 

Some of us do not even know what we are addicted to, and if we do, 

then we have never spoken its sounds, for once we let our tongues 

taste the metallic tang of our vice it becomes something speakable 

and once things have names they exist. But here, Joe sits, almost 

shouting his evil: the word sounds symmetrical coming from his lips, 

as if it is something he has spoken over and over, practiced in the 

mirror, ALCOHOLIC is Joe’s favorite food and he tastes it once a day 

like vitamins. 
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“No, Joe,” we say once we finally collect our voices from the 

floors of our mouths, coax them out from under the rugs of our 

tongues. “You’ve done it wrong. We tell facts,” we tell him.  

Joe frowns, his forehead a collection of wrinkles that we all 

feel suddenly obliged to iron out.  

“Like this, Joe,” we say. 

And one says, “Do you know that when George H.W. 

Bush was elected president he said in a speech that since Poland 

had a rebellion against totalitarianism, he should be able to have a 

rebellion against broccoli and so he banned broccoli in the White 

House and as a result of that speech broccoli sales fell by 65% 

and schools stopped serving broccoli and families considered eating 

broccoli to be un-American and the broccoli farmers rebelled by 

sending crates and crates of all of their excess, uneaten broccoli to 

the White House. But then in 1990 broccoli was found to help prevent 

cancer so that just goes to show.”  

We all applaud, what a fact. What a story.  

But Joe says, “What does it go to show?” And his words loom 

in the air like a smell. “I mean, why do you say random facts instead 

of talking about your actual problems?”  

“Joe,” we tell him. “This is how we do things. And anyway, 

wasn’t it a great story? Didn’t you learn about broccoli? When you 

are addicted to something, Joe, you do not need to talk about it all 

the time, because you are thinking about it all the time. It is good 

to think about something else for once. And it is especially good to 

think about crazy facts because the facts have a way of normalizing 

the rest of things, Joe.” Is what we tell him? 

We look at Susan, and we can tell that she is, in fact, called 

Susan, there is something about the way one eye is lopsided, like a 

painting askew, that is just so Susan. What’s more we can tell, not 

least by the little buds of green that fill the gaps between her teeth 

like grout between bricks, that Susan is, in fact, addicted to broccoli. 

We are all suddenly very aware of how Susan’s fact last week was 
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that the word broccoli comes from the ancient Greek god, Barock, 

who was the deity of strength and happiness, and the week before 

that she told us how there are only three substances that release 

dopamine in the brain and make us happy and those three things are 

sex and cocaine and broccoli.   We feel embarrassed for Susan and 

we never before realized how crooked her teeth are, like a picket 

fence after a storm, her mouth is broken and Susan, we realize, does 

not at all look like the rest of us.  

“Okay,” says Joe, “So whose fact is next?” 

But we do not want to tell our facts, we are all thinking about 

how the facts we have brought to share are entirely related to that 

to which we are addicted and so we blush and duck our heads until 

Joe says, “Well if no one else has a fact to share, what do you usually 

do next?”  

“We partake in an activity,” we tell him, and Susan says it too 

and her voice does not sound like ours, it is too high pitched, as if 

she is filtering the substance of it out through her lips like a sieve. 

She sounds like a girl and she is speaking that way for Joe and we 

are humiliated to have once considered Susan one of us.  

“What is the activity?” asks Joe, already standing and holding 

his fists up like a boxer. “Do we fight?” We tell Joe that we do not 

usually fight, and that instead we usually sing, chant, dance, or 

embrace.  

“But,” says Joe, “fighting is a very important part of recovery. 

Inflicting harm outwards, onto others, keeps us from self-harming by 

way of our addiction. It is important to impose pain on others to keep 

from feeling pain oneself.” 

“I think it was probably Susan, don’t you think?” says Joe, and 

then he scans the rest of the plates and says, “So I wonder how many 

of you also brought plates that contain your addiction. This won’t do,” 

says Joe. “This will not do.”  

We scan the plates on the table, and, we realize, the items on 

the plates could well be our vices. There is one plate of donuts and 
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a plate stacked with a tower of white bread, and these two seem like 

normal offerings to bring, but there is a bowl that is full to the brim with 

half-smoked cigarettes, and another that appears to be the shredded 

leftovers of pornographic images, and another with poker chips. One 

plate is piled toenail clippings and another with pacifiers and another 

with short locks of hair that do not look human.  

“I need you all to line up,” says Joe, “Line up and tell me your 

name and then tell me what you are addicted to. You can whisper it 

to me if you feel shy. Then you can eat.”  

We right ourselves slowly, our wounds protesting, leaving 

specks and smears of blood and sweat on the concrete like we have 

sketched our own chalk outlines on the pavement. We stand in a 

single row. We cannot name ourselves in this space, but Joe does 

it for us. He calls us Julia and Melissa and Britney and Louise. We 

feel assaulted but certain of our new names. Joe gives us each a 

marker and we write the word we now own across our breasts for 

better advertising.  

Then Joe asks us to tell him what we are addicted to and we 

just smile. He asks us again but we are mannequins, plastic models, 

we cannot speak the words. He tells us that we will not be able to eat 

if he does not know what we hunger for so that he can deprive us of 

it. But we stand, labelled with our new brands, and we smile, for Joe 

can name us, but he cannot take our deepest desire.  
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Life from the Bottom 
Ryan Curcio 

I’ve grown to like living at the bottom of a dumpster in an 

alley outside of Sizzlers. It’s not as unpleasant as one might 

think—there’s never a shortage of food, and people can’t call 

you trash if they are inside the dumpster with you, because, 

clearly, they’d be insulting themselves too. I mean, Christ on a 

Christmas tree farm, if you are going to hop inside a bin for 

disposal, at least have the etiquette down. I can’t tell you how 

many times a poor sucker thought they were too good for this 

place.  

“It’s too hot in here,” they’d say. “I’ve got a headache 

from the awful smell,” they’d insist. 

I’d respond, “Dive down into the crap and hunt for a near 

empty ibuprofen bottle. I came across one not two days ago.” 

Goddamn, no one can take care of their self anymore. 

Here I am in a world of surplus, and all I hear is whining from 

those who avoid self-sufficiency.    

Before I climbed into this oversized metal bin designed 

to house “waste,” people would call me trash all the time. I once 

lived in a tenement building that had garbage piled to the ceiling, 

suffocating the gasping walls, so I’m used to this sort of 

environment. Folks most likely thought of me as a form of refuse 

because I smelled funny due to the water company shutting off 

the hot water after I stopped paying the bill, which caused me 

to shower less since it was January in Maine. My former living 

space was just a larger dumpster, once you get down to the 

brass tacks of it all.  

I really love it down here. I no longer have to worry about 

bathing; there aren’t visitors who will be offended by my 

mildewy stench. I don’t even have to walk to the bathroom—
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just gotta let loose in the corner of this rubbish heap, away from 

the side I like to sleep on. Total freedom. I often get 

unintentionally wet when someone throws some liquid filled 

container—lukewarm gravy is the worst—down into the shallow 

pit of discarded items. Eh, it’s all right, I guess. I just take a slice 

of stale bread and swipe it through my greasy hair to spread the 

gravy across. A person’s gotta eat. Everything I didn’t expect to 

fall into my space is a luxury.  

What I think I like most about my filth-filled home is that 

no one can call me ignorant or uneducated anymore. I’m not 

around to hear them say it, anyway. I sit down here and read 

old newspapers and half-torn books, interpreting the world in 

my own way, without collegiate minds pestering me about how 

“un-woke” I am. Many people assume that all the have-nots are 

too stupid to form opinions. Those people can go suck a hot fart, 

as far as I’m concerned.  

I’ve managed to dig through the dishevelment of random, 

unwanted articles, and turned out with a pen low on ink and 

some faded receipts. This is how I wrote this note in the first 

place. I hope someone finds it and understands why I don’t 

consider myself homeless. I have everything I need, clothes 

(old, but in okay condition), food (rotten, but unfinished), and a 

layer of sunned, bed-like trash to keep me warm. You might 

think to ask yourself if you do. I hear a truck riding up to clasp 

onto this dumpster with its hydraulic lift, preparing to haul me 

off to my next home: a place out in the fields and hills, speckled 

with other undesired things.      
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Killing the Indian Who Killed Custer
Don Stoll 

 I never mentioned my big picture book to Angie. I met 

her just after Brando had declined the Oscar to protest 

Hollywood’s depiction of Native Americans, which for many 

other Americans including me must have marked the beginning 

of awareness that Indians had anything to protest. The book 

belonged to that class of heavy, illustrated volumes that might 

not have been called coffee-table books back then. It was about 

the Wild West: cattle drives, Indian Wars, outlaws and lawmen. 

I didn’t approve of outlaws generally, but I thought sometimes 

they were misunderstood and had a reason to break the law. 

That was especially true of my favorite, Billy the Kid, maybe 

because I was a kid myself. My favorite lawman was a Texas 

Ranger, John B. Armstrong, who captured John Wesley Hardin, 

surprising him on a train in Florida. I liked it that when 

Armstrong drew his gun he shouted “Texas by God!” to show 

that he didn’t care about glory or earning a bounty, but only 

about capturing the outlaw for the good of all the people of 

Texas. The section on the Indian Wars included a memoir by a 

Sioux warrior who claimed to have fought at Little Big Horn, and 

who remembered Custer’s flowing golden hair. The Sioux 

warrior would have been a hundred when I was eight or nine, 

so perhaps he had died. I was frustrated by the book’s 

vagueness about that, and about his name and where he’d lived. 

He said he had faced Custer in single combat, and he spoke of 

Custer’s strength and the challenge of fighting him one-on-one. 

Custer’s strength wasn’t enough, however: the old man 

identified himself as the one who had killed Custer.   
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     I would meet Angie after I’d attained drinking age and had 

dropped out of college to go to Europe. When it came down to 

it I’d known my French wouldn’t take me far, so I overstayed my 

tourist visa for England. Working far to the west of London in a 

pub called The White Horse, I was appreciated as a novelty, 

meaning I had to watch myself since many Brits believed 

Americans were uncivilized. 

     Angie had only one foot in that camp. For her, childhood 

stories of my big picture book and playing Cowboys-and-

Indians would have aroused contradictory feelings. She talked 

often about her a levels, which I think meant she was qualified 

to attend what she called “a first-class uni.” Her plan, on hold 

while she enjoyed life’s simple pleasures, was to “read” Political 

Science. Her political convictions oscillated between Marxism, 

obliging her to sympathy for peoples who had been exploited 

by way of colonization and worse, and anarchism. The 

anarchism strengthened the affinity for violence implicit in her 

Marxist tendencies. 

     “George, you wanted to hit that bloke,” she said one evening 

as she dragged me out of a pub. 

   “He was looking down your shirt.” 

   “What was he supposed to do? I stuck them in his face.” 

   She’d squeezed into an opening at the bar right next to him.  

   “But I wasn’t going to hit him,” I protested. 

   She smiled. “Not even to protect my honor? Bloody 

deserved it, looking down my shirt.”   

   We stood outside with our drinks. 

     “Go somewhere else?” she said. “Can’t hear yourself think 

in there.” 

   She set her glass down on the sidewalk. 

   “An offering,” she said. “To somebody’s god, or the next 

piss-head who happens by. Go round the corner to The King’s 

Arms?” 
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     I hesitated and she thought it was because I didn’t want to 

leave my drink. 

   “Bring it,” she said. “Glass doesn’t care where it ends up.”  

     I’d been in The King’s Arms once, maybe a week earlier. I 

couldn’t remember much and I felt uneasy. But that was 

ridiculous: a pub was a pub.  

   A band warmed up at one end of the crowded pub as we 

walked in, me with half of my half-pint.  

   “Maybe the wrong place if you want it quiet.” 

     “But he’s yummy,” Angie said with a nod toward the lead 

singer. “Roger Daltrey tossing his hair about in a shampoo 

advert.”  

   The singer had luxurious blond curls. 

   While I paid the barman, another one tapped him on the 

shoulder. 

   “This is the Yank that was falling all about,” he said.  

   He leveled a contemptuous gaze at me.    

   “Sure you’re up to two-fisted drinking?” 

   I set down the half I’d brought in.   

   “Pardon?” Angie said 

   Someone’s Cornish pasty reeked of onion. I worried that I 

would be sick. 

     “Hold his hand, luv,” he said, eying her mini-skirt. “You his 

nanny, like Simon Ball”—a White Horse regular—“the other 

night? Lucky Simon was my mate at school. Only reason I lent 

him my motor to drive your Yank home.” 

     My shock and nausea had dissipated and Angie saw my 

anger coming on.   

   “Sorry Rick gave you trouble,” she said. 

   The barman didn’t seem to notice my surprise.  

   “Rick is sorry, too, and we’re both extremely grateful for the 

lift in your car. He leave his wool scarf, by any chance?” 

   The barman’s tone softened. 
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   “Have a look. Red Mini closest to the pub.” 

     “Thanks ever so much,” she said. “One more thing, please: 

may I have a bottle of brown ale? Like to splash it in my whisky.”  

   “On me, luv,” he said as he handed her a Newcastle Brown.  

   He turned away. 

   “Go outside so you don’t see me kill him?” I whispered. 

   She hooked an arm around mine. 

   “You’re outnumbered,” she said. “Jump him outside.” 

   Under a moonless sky, she went over to the red Mini. 

   “Rick?” I said. 

   “Sounds American.”  

   She looked at one of the tires.     

   “These new?” 

   I circled the little car. 

   “Have all their tread,” I told her. 

   “Perfect. One second while I go for a wee.” 

   She stepped into the street. 

   “Use the loo in there,” I said, but she was halfway to the 

unbroken row of closed and darkened shops on the other side. 

I lost sight of her and waited. I was about to cross when I heard 

the sound of glass shattering. When she came back, I saw the 

remains of the Newcastle Brown bottle in her hand. 

   “You all right?” I said. 

     “Fabulous. Like to see Harold Wilson stick this in his pipe 

and smoke it.” 

   The barman had a round face and straw-colored hair.   

   “Shirty twat,” she said. 

   She walked purposefully toward the Mini. She stabbed the 

jagged end of her bottle into the tires as she moved swiftly 

around the car.   

   “Jesus,” I said. 
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     The band was loud. We could have fired a gun and no one 

inside would have heard. She knelt beside the driver’s door and 

scraped a single word into it: RICK. 

   She admired her work.  

     “Smash the windows while Roger Daltrey’s in there howling 

like a stuck pig?” she said. “Climb in so you can have me on his 

seat?”  

   She stood and hiked up her mini-skirt. “Or on the bonnet if 

we want to be quick.” 

   I didn’t move. 

   “Don’t give a thought to me,” she said. “Just have your fun.” 

   “Simon will tell the barman my name. I’ll be thrown out of the 

country.” 

   She pulled her underwear up from her ankles. 

     “Wasn’t thinking,” she said. “Ever so sorry. What you going 

to do?” 

   I was glad I’d only had half a pint. I needed to think. 

   “Six a.m. bus to Bristol, right?” 

   “Yeah,” she said. “Then somewhere else? You don’t want 

bloody Bristol.” 

     “London. Come with me? Go home now so we can get up 

early? Meet me at the station in the morning?” 

     “Was in the mood,” she sighed, “but can see you aren’t. 

Loads of time for it in London, though.”  

   She patted the front of my blue jeans.  

   “Five-forty-five,” she said as she left. 

   She still lived with her parents. I was surprised that she’d 

agreed to go. 

     Packing went fast. I owned nothing because I spent every 

penny on alcohol. 

     Getting up early was hard and I got to the station late. No 

sign of Angie, but the bus was delayed. It finally departed at 

twenty to seven.   
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     Alone on the bus and drifting in and out of sleep after getting 

too little the night before, my thoughts became untethered, 

bouncing from anger with Angie to anger with the barman to, at 

one point, my past anger with the old Sioux warrior who had 

killed Custer. I recalled that when I was eight or nine, if he was 

still alive I wanted to find him. He had locked hands with Custer: 

Indian wrestling, except two-handed. Yet even at Indian 

wrestling, which should have given the Sioux warrior an 

advantage, Custer held his own until the Indian pulled his hair. 

Not how men fight, I thought: that’s cheating.   

     I wasn’t a man, which gave me permission to cheat, too. I 

would pull his hair, shown in my book to be long and straight 

and white. I imagined clutching the ends of his long, dry hair in 

my fists and using the hair to whip him around until his head 

struck something hard: a boulder, or the earth. 
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Speed Dating at the Jimmy Buffet
Kathryn Fitzpatrick 

The hostess starts playing “Cheeseburger in Paradise” 

again, announces it’s time for the ladies to stand and move one 

table to the left. I comply. I leave behind Hawaiian Shirt Stan, 

who’s got a bald spot on his head the size of an Oreo. 

I set down my drink. I set down my jacket. The man at 

the table does not stand up to greet me. A guinea pig rests on 

a blanket in his lap like Persian royalty, quivering its nose as 

the woman at the next table sits down with a plate of taquitos.  

“It’s a comfort pet,” the man says. He does not tell me 

his name. 

“Oh?” 

“Depression.” 

“Oh.” 

He says the doctor recommended it after his wife died 

twenty years ago, to cope with the grief and all. He doesn’t say 

what killed her. I tell him I didn’t think guinea pigs lived that long. 

“They don’t,” he says, “I used to breed them. Not 

anymore. I’ve been done for a few years. This one’s fixed.” I tell 

him I’m fixed too, after my third kid. He doesn’t laugh.  

“I didn’t know they made comfort…rodents.” 

“Working animals come in waves—trends, like clothing 

styles. You know, they’re using pit bulls in the police force to 

change the perception of the breed as fighting dogs. And then 

with the bereavement movement too it was dogs, cats, 

monkeys—I’m allergic to dander, by the way—now, rodents.” 

He tells me guinea pigs are a key diet staple in Peru. He 

mentions guinea pigs are called Boars and Sows—the males 

and females—like real pigs are, but he always named each one 

Tiff. Boy or girl. Tiff was his wife’s name.  
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He says this “whole speed dating business” is his first 

venture onto “the scene” since he got married to Tiff, which 

makes me think of all the Wednesday nights I’ve spent at the 

Jimmy Buffet, the pastel crown molding and metal trays, the 

floral wallpaper sagging on the walls like a sigh, the burnt 

orange lights sinking into the wrinkles of the guests, tinting them 

Florida gold. After I left my first husband I only went on a couple 

dates, expecting love would arrive beside me at the end of the 

night. After my second divorce I started up at Jimmy’s and 

stopped counting.  

“Tiff’s the only woman I ever dated. We only went out 

once.” 

“How?” 

“Just got along real well, I guess. Fast chums. Engaged 

in a week.” 

“Huh. Imagine that.” 

The hostess strikes up “Cheeseburger in Paradise” 

again and announces its last call so everyone should get their 

fill of mini empanadas before they turn off the hot plates for the 

night.  

“Guinea pigs are one of the only rodent species born with 

their eyes open, covered in fur,” he says. “It’s weird, how 

species develop differently, that way.”  

He stands up, Tiff swaddled in his arms, and insists it 

was a pleasure to meet me. I know I won’t see him again.  

Before he leaves I ask to pet Tiff, who chirps like an 

infant when I scratch behind her ears. It feels heavy, watching 

them exit the foyer together, leaving the restaurant alone. 
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Just Before the Fall 
Lucas Franki 

Jim Sullivan sat on the front porch of his cabin, watching 

the sun set over the rough, craggy spine of Old Rag Mountain 

one last time. It was a typical August evening in the foothills of 

the Blue Ridge, the air warm and heavy, with a few clouds 

scattered across an orange and red sky. Cows milled about in 

the pasture just beyond tiny little Popham Run, and cicadas 

buzzed to each other from the comfort of the pair of old white 

oak trees standing guard over the creek. Jim had watched 

those two massive trees withstand almost 70 years of weather, 

from bitter ice storms and blizzards to fierce thunderstorms, and 

the oaks had always remained, folk wisdom be damned. They 

wouldn’t survive this day though. Nothing would. 

Jim held a cigar in one hand, its peaty smoke wafting 

past his craggy, bearded face, weather-worn and sun beaten 

after 45 years working long hours in the construction business. 

His other hand, gnarled and scarred across the top after an 

accident with a buzz saw, fingered a half-full glass of bourbon 

sitting on the arm of the cypress deck chair, which still 

maintained its vibrant yellow-brown color even after 30 years 

outside. Jim knew his wood, and he knew that no wood stood 

up to the heat and humidity of the South better than cypress. 

A second old man walked out onto the porch and sat 

down, a bottle of beer in hand. Time had treated him much 

better; he was thinner and had no paunch on his belly, his hair 

was still thick and had not yet gone completely white, and his 

clean-shaven face housed far fewer wrinkles.   

“I still can’t believe I’m back here, Jim,” he said. “I swore 

I’d never set foot in this house again.” 
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“I know.” Jim gave a grim smile as he spoke in the thick 

Appalachian accent his brother had worked years to erase. 

“What he done to you… Can’t rightly defend his actions, or mine. 

If I could change things, you know I would.” 

Tommy took a sip from his beer. “I’m glad that you can 

see that now. Our father was a terrible man, and you idolized 

him. You thought he could do no wrong. Hell, you even look like 

him. You let these things happen to me, and you did nothing. 

But I believe you when you say you would change things. You 

learned from your mistakes. You’re not like our father. He was 

a hateful man, and I’m glad he’s gone.” 

Jim wasn’t sure he’d go that far. Their father had been 

many things: stern, proud, God-fearing, but full of hate? A 

terrible man? Of course, Jim hadn’t lived the same life as his 

younger brother. So he said nothing. This wasn’t the time for an 

argument. “You don’t agree, do you?” Tommy asked. Jim’s 

shoulders sagged a little; Tommy had always been the smartest 

one in the room, razor-sharp. Time hadn’t changed that. 

“I… it ain’t that simple, Tommy.” Jim watched the leaves 

in the big oaks swaying gently in the breeze, whispering to each 

other. “He was just like any other man born and raised on a 

farm in the South. Just a simple country boy. He never known 

any life but that. And you just said, I remind you of him. I ain’t 

known any other life either. You think I’m a hateful man?” 

Tommy looked over his older brother, considering the 

evidence. “No,” he said after a moment. “A hateful man wouldn’t 

have done what you did, calling me and asking for a 

reconciliation. It takes courage to admit that you were wrong, 

and hateful people are all cowards. As for our father, he may 

have come from a conservative time and a conservative place, 

but there is no excuse for what he did to me. Other conservative 

fathers had gay children, and they managed not to abuse them. 

As a matter of fact, why don’t we get the opinion of the 
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conservative father sitting right next to me? Did you manage to 

raise your kids without beating them?” 

“No, I never laid a hand on ‘em. Though there were times 

they coulda used a good cuff on the ears,” Jim said with a short 

chuckle.  

“Well, what parent doesn’t feel like that sometimes?” 

Tommy’s voice was lighter, less grave. Jim felt a sense of relief 

wash over him, but he tensed up again when he heard his 

brother’s next question. “But did you accept and understand 

them?” 

Jim leaned back against the smooth, well-worn wood of 

the cypress chair, closing his eyes as he took a long drag from 

the cigar. He let the smoke out slowly, the cinnamon spice in 

his mouth warming his already sweaty face. “I’m gonna miss 

these,” he said. “Ain’t nothing like a good cigar.” 

“You look like you’re enjoying it.” 

“It’s a damn fine cigar.” Jim said, sighing. His brother 

deserved a straight answer. “I done my best, Tommy. I tried to 

understand some of it, but it was just… my youngest son, he 

was in, oh, the hell he call it, a poly something…” 

“A polyamorous relationship?” Tommy sounded faintly 

amused. 

“That’s it,” Jim said, gesturing at his brother. “There’s 

somehow four of ‘em, two men and two women, all somehow 

dating each other…” 

Tommy nodded. “That’s a little complex, even for me. 

But even if you didn’t understand it, did you accept it?” 

“Course.” 

“Then he’ll thank you for it. And I thank you for it.” 

The two men looked back up towards the mountains. A 

single point of light was lazily moving above the lush green 

fields and pastures in the red sky, visible now that the sun had 
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disappeared behind the darkening silhouette of Old Rag’s rocky 

summit.  

“Is that it?” Jim asked. 

Tommy stared up, squinting. It could have almost been 

an airplane, it was moving almost as an airplane would, but they 

both knew what it really was. “I think so,” he said. “Right on 

schedule. We don’t have much time left.” 

Jim glanced at his near depleted cigar and the glass, still 

holding a couple shots worth of bourbon. “We got enough time. 

Spent a goddamn hundred bucks on the bourbon and cigars, 

I’m damn well gonna finish ‘em.” 

Tommy swirled his bottle around. “Glad to hear it. I don’t 

know about me, though, I may have been a little ambitious with 

this beer. You want a sip? It’s very good.” 

Jim took the bottle. He gave it a sniff, the beer smelled 

strongly of spring flowers. This was all new to a man whose 

idea of splurging on beer was buying regular Budweiser over 

Bud Light. He took a doubtful sip. The beer danced on his 

tongue, tasting of fresh bread and honey.  

“What the hell happened to beer?” Jim was stunned. 

“This is incredible!” 

Tommy smiled as Jim handed the bottle back. “It’s from 

a little brewery about ten miles down the road from my house. 

I’m glad I thought to bring a cooler with me when I came here, 

I wouldn’t want the last thing I ever drank to be warm beer. God 

meant for beer to be drunk cold.” 

Jim laughed. “I’ll drink to that.” The two men toasted 

each other. The bourbon was smooth on Jim’s tongue, and 

tasted of caramel and vanilla, a sensation far more mellow than 

the cinnamon heat of the cigar. The brothers sat in silence for 

a moment, watching the white star in the sky grow bigger and 

brighter in the fading evening light, hovering now just above the 
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taller of the two old oaks. No one could mistake it for an airplane 

now. “You think our kids are gonna make it?” 

Tommy sighed. “I don’t know. There are 5 billion people 

huddled together in the high places on the other side of the 

world, hoping the firestorm won’t reach them, and that the 

damage won’t be too bad. They can’t all stay there. There’s 

some food, but not enough. Some of them will die. But some 

will survive. All we can do is hope our children are among the 

survivors.” 

“Wasn’t convinced this was gonna happen ‘til now,” Jim 

said as he took one last drag from the depleted cigar. For a 

moment, he thought about throwing the butt into the yard rather 

than the rough-hewn ashtray his oldest son had made for him 

in middle school shop class, but he’d spent so much time 

meticulously maintaining his lawn to the very end, he couldn’t 

bear to litter in it now. “Thought it was just a bunch of scientists 

blowin’ smoke out their asses.” 

“Thought it was the biased liberal media?” 

Another pointed question. Jim didn’t bother denying it 

this time. “Thought it was the biased liberal media. But that’s it 

right there, ain’t it?” 

“That’s it.” 

“Never thought that’d be how I’d go out. Killed by a rock.” 

“It’s a pretty big goddamn rock, Jim. It’d kill us even if we 

weren’t sitting right underneath it.” 

Jim took another sip from his bourbon, savoring the taste 

before throwing it down. Just one sip left. “You think they’ll be 

waiting for us? My wife and your, uh, husband? Partner?” 

“Partner.” The sorrow in Tommy’s voice was palpable. “I 

should count myself lucky that we were at least able to adopt. 

It would have been nice to get married, but I’m glad we were 

able to have kids.” 
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“Kids were the best thing Loretta and I ever done,” Jim 

said. “Even after the cops called to tell us that our youngest son 

got arrested for trespassin’ and vandalizin’.” 

“The same son who’s in the polyamorous relationship?” 

Tommy asked. Jim nodded. “I wish I’d gotten to meet him. All 

I’ve heard about are his exploits, and I’m already proud to be 

his uncle.” 

“Boy was trouble, right from the start,” Jim said. “Lucky 

for him he’s the funniest goddamn person I ever met. Know 

what got him arrested? You know the grocery store down the 

road, right?” 

“The Little Country Store? Of course, it’s been there 

since we were kids.” 

“Well, his friends and him made some improvements to 

the sign, if you know what I mean,” Jim said, bursting into an 

excited smile as he launched into his story. “When I went down 

to the station, the officer said to the both of us, ‘on the record, I 

hope you learned a lesson, young man. Off the record, that’s 

the funniest goddamn thing I seen in a long time. You should 

punish your son, Jim, but you should also be proud of him.’ And 

I was. Don’t know where he got it from, not from me, and god 

bless her soul, he certainly didn’t get it from Loretta. He was 

working for one of them late night talk-show comedians before 

the evacuations started. I hope there’s a place for comedians 

after this. Hate for his talents to go to waste.” 

Tommy sighed. “We could talk about our children for 

hours, couldn’t we?” 

“I wish, but we don’t got hours, do we?” Jim said. Instead 

of a point, there was now a streak, a band of fire that stretched 

for miles across the sky. The light from the rock itself had grown 

larger and brighter than the moon could ever be as it slammed 

into the upper atmosphere, searing the air around it into a 
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frenzy. “You got any pictures of your family? Wouldn’t mind one 

last fond memory before the rock hits.” 

“Of course, and May I seem some of yours?” Jim and 

Tommy handed each other their phones, and for a moment, 

they scrolled through images of memories gone by. Jim was 

glad to see his brother so happy, so content with his partner 

and his two adopted children. He may not have been able to 

forget the past completely, but he’d grown past it. That was a 

little bit of comfort. “Five kids,” Tommy said. “You and Loretta 

look so proud of them.” 

“They were a blessin’,” Jim said. “It was hard sometimes, 

but they were a goddamn blessin’, every one of ‘em.”  

“I’m glad to hear that,” Tommy said. “We may not be able 

to erase what our father did, but we can make damn sure it 

doesn’t happen again.” 

It was a minute before Jim spoke again. “You think God 

will forgive me?” he asked, raising his voice over the 

burgeoning breeze the rock was kicking up as it drew closer 

and closer to its final resting place. “For being a coward?” 

Tommy looked over, a warm smile on his face. “I have,” 

he said. “I guess you just have to hope God isn’t a hardass.” 

Jim laughed, then picked up the almost empty glass and 

drained the last sip of bourbon. The branches in the oaks were 

letting out low moans and groans in the wind, and the white 

blaze was growing larger and larger, dominating the sky, 

bathing the rolling country landscape in unnatural light. “You 

ready for this?” Jim asked, leaning over and picking up one of 

the rifles sitting between the two men. 

“As I’ll ever be. Tommy shook his head ruefully, taking a 

huge gulp and throwing the empty bottle away. The wind was 

growing louder, and Tommy was nearly at a full yell. “I can’t 

believe I’m actually doing this, I haven’t used a gun in more than 

50 years!” 
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“Well, you gotta at least indulge in one Southern tradition 

while you’re here!” Jim shouted as the brothers walked out in 

front of the house, shouldering their guns and aiming at the 

inferno plummeting from above. The wind was howling now as 

oak leaves shorn from their branches swirled around them. It 

was a struggle to even stand. 

“You mean shooting at trespassers?” Jim could barely 

hear Tommy now. 

“Exactly! Now git off my property!” The two brothers fired 

into the sky, roaring defiance as the meteor, four miles of stone 

and iron, fell to Earth. 
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The Moon Named Me 
Christian Buckley 

“I just sleep with men,” he says, “I wouldn’t date one.” 

We sit in my 1999 Mercury Mystique, air chapping our 

faces from the heater. Snow melts as it meets my warmed 

windshield. Him: twenty-five, bleached blond, an angular jaw I 

think about pressing my mouth against. Me: paler than pale, 

overgrown hair tucked beneath a wool hat, an averted glance. 

It’s the second week of ignoring our beds in favor of three-hour 

conversations in the university parking lot. From our night class 

to the lot, we make no attempt at driving home. Him: persistent 

about my virginity; me: hoping he’ll persist. My hands tangle 

into a knot in my lap. 

“Yeah, I realized I could never be with a man long term. 

I want the nuclear family. When I come home, there’ll be a wife, 

kids, and dinner. Every year, we’ll go on a vacation. There’ll be 

a dog too.” 

I scrutinize my abdomen. Nothing would grow, stomach 

acid is all I have. A version of me emerges in my mind, an 

iteration as a woman. My hair, already long, could thread 

between his fingers. My thighs too thick for a man, finally could 

serve a purpose. Between my legs, something of value. Yet, I 

am a man. I know this when irritation churns in my belly. An 

annoyance that what I want is not mine—an indignation. A 

university police officer is behind us, he must be wondering why 

we’re idling at midnight. 

Sinking into myself, I nod at his words. Of course, I 

wasn’t ignorant to this possibility. I thumb the edge of my faux-

leather jacket. Dug from my closet, I had worn it to appeal to 

the counterculture nature of the man beside me. I had imagined 

his bony fingers peeling it off my shoulders as he laid me across 
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the backseat. The feeling is similar to being the only one to 

dress for a costume party, I think. 

“Something I like is how you listen. You take the time to 

think things over before ever slipping a word in. That’s usually 

the type of girl I go for.” 

I say nothing, as he’d like me to. 

When we meet for the first time, he uses his worn opener, 

what’s your sign? We discover we are both cancers. To which 

I suggest that we could spend all our time crying together. 

Water signs are known for their leaky emotions. He claims he 

is an infrequent crier. This is a lie. In our first conversation in 

the car lot, he confides to me how the death of his best friend 

has left him splintered. A wealth of adolescent parties had 

paired the two and ultimately separated them once one had 

drowned in his own bile. 

On the last week of the semester, he drops me off early 

to go home with a girl from our night class. It is the night of final 

project, so several of us had gone for drinks. In an act of 

defiance, I dragged a buzzer across my head the night before. 

Textured with a beard, I had forgone the same treatment for my 

face. His deflation is momentary before he turns to the drunken 

girl beside us. My car windows don’t fog up anymore. 

Cancer, n. 

An inconspicuous constellation on the ecliptic between 

Gemini and Leo, noted for the star cluster Praesepe (the 

Beehive or Manger), and traditionally said to represent 

the crab crushed under the foot of Hercules; the Crab. 

- Oxford English Dictionary
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Inconspicuous and crushed underfoot. I find myself a 

reluctant cancer. I’m represented by a crab, not a fantastical 

beast nor a tastefully nude woman. Our mascot—a term for 

pubic louses. We are the namesake of a horrible illness that 

outranks us in internet searches. But no matter how vague my 

daily horoscope is, I begin to think it suits me. I have no reason 

not to think of myself as the crybaby the stars make me out to 

be. 

My evenings are on the deck, the night a mass of violet. 

Scrolling through my phone, I receive messages from men the 

age of my father asking me to call them daddy. No response 

but I save the nude pictures they send me, a reminder of their 

hunger. Summers become nocturnal. Looking up at the sky, 

unlit due to streetlights, I feel as if the whole thing could spread 

its lips and welcome me into its maw. I hate it. Scroll, scroll, 

scroll. A forty-five-year-old man wants me to wear panties for 

him. The heat slicks to my skin as a measure of time wasted on 

proving strangers’ want. 

As a cancer, there is one thing to be proud of: the moon. 

If one of these floating rocks has something to say about me, 

I’m glad it’s the round-faced mother who has known me since 

birth. To know that my designated planet (which isn’t really a 

planet) is the closest option in the sky comforts me. It makes it 

easier if I can point up to the stars and demand some answers; 

I can’t imagine this works with the distant specks other signs 

are given. Proximity grants me the pleasure of assigning the 

sky as a parent. 

Even the loneliest people are free to love the moon. 

Moon, n. 

The natural satellite of the earth; a secondary 

planet which orbits around the earth, visible 
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especially at night by the light of the sun which it 

reflects. 

- Oxford English Dictionary

My friend receives a degree in mortuary science. I visit 

her at the funeral parlor on an afternoon in which my time is a 

burden. She glances at her phone every couple of minutes, 

anticipating someone to stop prolonging and drop dead. The 

client is an older man who elects to forgo chemotherapy to save 

his family the cost and himself aggravation. Potential for a 

stranger’s death over coffee should strike me as odder than it 

does. She tells me about her boyfriend’s and her new 

apartment. They’ll be getting married next August. 

4:43 PM, my friend and I drive over to the deceased’s 

home. I guarantee her I’ll wait in the passenger seat; a morbid 

curiosity prods me to see the process. The home is tucked 

within the wealthier part of our town on the hilltop. My friend 

greets the family—half of her work is grief reception. There’s 

nothing to see from the hearse, so I tug out my phone. Swiping 

through an app, I try to land a hilltop guy to buy me some 

property. With a garden as big as the dead man’s, my useless 

crying could at least water the marigold beds. No bites. I sneak 

out to meander around the edge of the property. The 

deceased’s son ushers his mother onto the porch to handle 

business with my friend. My job is to remain in the periphery.  

While my friend and the son load the body into the 

hearse, the widow wanders over to me. I try to blend in with the 

manicured garden, but I am discovered. The widow is 

somewhere in her eighties from a look. Despite the 

circumstance, she is still done up in stockings and a pencil skirt. 

My grandmother does the same thing. When my grandfather 

passed, she was still meticulous in her routine. We exchange 
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tight-lipped smiles then look off in unison at the commotion 

funneling into the car.  

She speaks first, offering introductions. She leads the 

conversation, her voice clear and unaffected. “You know, my 

husband was tough until the end. Of course, he’d have to be. 

They don’t make men like they used to.” 

I shift from foot to foot. “I probably couldn’t do half the 

things your husband did.” 

When I say this, I’m unsure what I mean. I didn’t know 

the man but imagine him more capable. I’m reclusive by nature 

and prone to hoarding problems under the carpet. My response 

to death would never be to face it but to allow those around me 

to prop me up until I gave out. Life is annoying but dying sounds 

worse. That must mean I love myself enough to hate being 

repurposed into energy throughout the universe. If lucky, I 

might end up recycled into a cluster of stars. Would that mean 

I’d be like the cancer crab, made immortal as a constellation? 

That could be why I’m looking to be crushed underfoot by men 

these days. 

The widow offers me a grin. “Every great man needs a 

great woman, right? I’m sure you’ll figure it out when you’re 

married.” 

“Of course.” I laugh for some reason. 

By this point the dead man has been filed away and I 

return to my friend. The widow must think we’re sleeping 

together.  

Cancer, n. 

Malignant neoplastic disease, in which there is an 

uncontrolled proliferation of cells, typically with invasion 

and destruction of adjacent normal tissue, and often with 

metastatic spread to distant parts of the body via 
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lymphatics or blood vessels; an instance of this, a 

malignant tumour. 

- Oxford English Dictionary

One of my coworkers tells me he loves to have sex in 

public. Exhibitionism: his mode of love. In high school, he 

abused his reputation as a good kid to sneak into empty 

classrooms with his girlfriends. He finishes his story as it 

reverberates about the staircase. At the top, we push through 

a set of double doors to the roof of the science building. 

Dragging me by my wrist, he shows me the stretches of the 

school campus. My hands are braced against the guardrail. 

Below, a few students shuffle to their classes. Caging me 

between his arms, he makes a mold of his teeth on my neck. 

He moves in and out of me, spurring whines past my lips. I look 

between the sky and ground as sweat slides down my brow. 

From where I am, I’m neither made a star or a stepping stone. 

Moon, v. 

To move or behave listlessly or aimlessly. 

- Oxford English Dictionary

When I’m born, my grandfather thanks god for his 

blessings. I’m the only son of my father who is the only son of 

his father. No one else in my family carries my last name but 

the men. No one will carry it after me. All I have is a stomach 

full of acid that feels like a hardened weight. Like an abnormal 

swelling of tissue—malignant. The thing about men who love 

men is that we are interim in our existence. We take our names 

and never return them. 
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My grandfather dies when I am fourteen. It is my first 

experience of grief, but I handle it better than expected. We’re 

Irish, so there is a wake before the funeral. All my family is 

gathered in a parlor with my grandfather’s body. There isn’t 

much to do but succumb to melancholy. I’m not used to seeing 

my family cry. Not used to crying in front of my family. It’s time 

to be the man of the family, I think. Or at least, a man in general. 

I get on my knees and pray, pray, pray until I’m something worth 

my last name. 

All of this coalesces at the perfect time. Me: hormonal, 

scared of boys who smell like sulfur. Jesus: the man to make a 

man out of me. Sundays are spent trying to avoid and focus on 

the muscled statue of a tortured savior at the front of the hall. 

Martyrdom ought to be the epitome of masculinity. Better to die 

for others than to die for yourself. Is there anything nobler? 

When you can’t find a man to sip death out of you, place god 

on your tongue and feel it dissolve. 

I am moonless. 

*** 

Moonless, v. 

To feel the absence of any form of intrinsic purpose. As 

if your life can no longer be guided by the stars or 

predicted by the moon. 

- Something I’ve been defining.
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Pah-Koo-Rah! 
Hannah Rose 

 “PAH-KOO-RAH! PAH-KOO-RAH!” Tom yelled at the 

red lights to change as we drove to my dance class. At nine 

years old I didn’t understand the sounds of Korean. When I was 

raving through the house, hyper, bored and anxious for dinner 

he would quiet me with, Shee-koo-rupt-tah (too much noise). 

Sometimes I snooped through his briefcase to find linear 

drawings on Post-its in his daily planner. When written out, the 

language looks like graphite scratches of boxes, horizontal L’s 

and K’s with short, crossed lines that look like fractions, all over 

a zero denominator. 

Tom said, “Someday, when you’re older I’ll tell you about 

Korea,” and it made me wonder who he’d been before us.  

Every mention of Korea changes the wrinkles on Tom’s 

face. They iron out and then re-form. They crash together like 

the plates under the earth, or tensions between north and south. 

Every day Tom reads the newspaper, front to back, with his 

coffee while smoking Winstons, and making his grocery list in 

Hangul.  

My brother Brian never asked about Korea. I think my 

mother considered it part of Tom’s old life, but I knew he still 

carried it with him. I found an ammunition box in the basement 

with a few creased pictures, his faded passport, and other 

musty military memorabilia I didn’t understand.  

I started small at ten years old trying to find English 

words in the Korean sounds, “Onion-hi-say-you” (hello), or “Eat 

a guy - bayou” (goodbye). Tom was patient, rolling the sounds 

around in his mouth and spitting them out so I could see. He 

introduced new words as our lives became more and more 

entwined. When I turned eleven, and twelve, and thirteen he 
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made my favorite birthday dinner without any reminder and 

hollered up the stairs when it was ready, “Hannah Rose! MO-

GO-RAH!” (Come eat). 

Almost twenty years later on the front porch of our 

vacation beach house, listening to the waves and smoking 

Winstons after the rest of the family had gone to bed, I probed 

Tom’s memories about his time in Seoul.  

With the day’s paper rolled up between us containing the 

latest news about threats to America, and the 28,000 troops 

currently stationed in South Korea, Tom told me about his first 

marriage. He was just 22 years old and planned to bring his 

new wife with him to South Korea. He said it was the best year 

of his life.  

Before he was deployed General Park Chung-Hee was 

assassinated and the Korean people were jolted. It was no 

longer safe to relocate significant others. He didn’t see her for 

over a year. They divorced.  

Like marriage, national security, raising teenagers and 

politically correct responses to uncomfortable questions: the 

situation is highly complex and sensitive. He was sent to a base 

on top of a hill. Buried in the hill underneath the modules were 

explosives. He had to learn 100 Korean words every day. In 

storage containers the size of school buses filled with radio and 

computer equipment Tom spent hours a day translating Korean 

radio transmissions.  

Both my brother and I were on the brink of our worst 

adolescent years when Tom told my mom, “Sometimes I don’t 

know who I love more. You, or those kids.” Tom married my 

mother when he was 44 years old. He said it was better than 

being 22. 

He kissed me goodnight and said, “Tahng-shee-noon-

sa-dahm-hum-nee-dah” We practiced this phrase every night.  

“Tom-she-knew—” 
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“No. Listen, tahnng, tahnng…” I watched his tongue 

draw a line in his open mouth from behind his top teeth to his 

bottom teeth. 

“Th-own shee noo—” 

“Tong shee noon…” He started the phrase. 

“Sah- daham-humn-ee-dah” I finished it.  

We said “I love you” in Korean one syllable at a time, 

over and over again until the foreign language and this new 

man became natural to me. 
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A Day at the Salon 
Ariella Mendoza Ozuna 

I wake up to her lightly soothing my arm saying, “Wake 

up, mama.” My eyes peek at her for a moment then revert back 

to some more REM. 

 “Vamos Ariella, no hay tiempo,” Lets’ go Ariella, there’s 

not much time.  

This time her voice resonates a bit louder with enough edge to 

break the sleep spell. I’m still rubbing my eyes as she jolts me 

up on my feet. Cheerios wait for me at the table; I sneak to the 

kitchen for a spoon of sugar while she’s distracted applying her 

makeup. Moments later we’re out the door and en route.  

Click clack click clack. 

The sound of my mom’s shoes lead me as I hold on tight 

to her belt hoop.  Soon we’re on the bus. She shields me with 

her arm around my waist as I stare out the window. My jacket 

is too warm for inside the bus but the spring weather is too 

ambiguous to go without it.  Off the BX3 and boarding the M100. 

We briskly pace two blocks and down below to the D train. As I 

sit, the train’s lateral force slides my posture over but I regain 

control. I count the stops down as people enter and leave.  

 “THE NEXT STATION IS …HARLEM 125TH STREET. 

PLEASE EXIT THROUGH THE NEAREST SLIDING DOORS.” 

Some people carry briefcases, others suitcases, and 

some book bags.  

“THE NEXT STATION IS …DOWNTOWN. THIS IS THE 

LAST STOP, PLEASE EXIT THE TRAIN.”  

I’m fatigued by the constant walking but I can’t wait to 

get there, the only place I know where women come in looking 

all kinds of ways and leave better than before. They all seem 

lackluster and almost gray when they first enter through the 
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salon door, shoulders slumped, faces unengaging, attitudes 

distasteful, patience slim, and hair—a mess.  

We hop off the train and take the concrete stairs up to 

the nearest bus stop. My mom fishes through her purse for her 

MetroCard and we’re on the big wheels again. I spot the familiar 

streets. We’re almost there. I see Ervonia’s glistening white 

Benz parked in the front and I know we’ve arrived. As we enter, 

all the hairdressers greet me briefly at eye level in soft voices. 

 “Hi honey.” 

“Hello princess.”  

“Good Morning, how are you sweetie?” 

 Miguelina, the hair washer, comments on how fast I’m 

growing and sneaks me a Blow Pop while whispering, “Not until 

after lunch, ok?” I give her a secure smile and jam the treat in 

my back pocket, avoiding my mom’s eye. 

There’s not much time before the 9:00 a.m. appointments. 

Combing the hair off the styling brushes, my mom shoots me a 

scolding glare. I catch it and run to my designated spot on the 

bench. My mom’s chair is the first one on the right as you enter 

the salon parallel to my sitting spot behind her on the black 

leather bench. The hair cutting tools are submersed in 

Barbicide with a clinck as the scissors reach the bottom of the 

jar. I prefer her chair over my assigned seat, but it’s not my turn 

yet. 

They’re playing Anthony Santos, all the women sing 

along. Elsa, in the back by the hair dryers, whistles the tune. I 

pucker my lips in imitation and let out a puff of air. No sound. 

I’m in a trance of reciting the words as my mom hands me the 

crossword puzzle book from her navy apron left pocket. I 

wonder how many I can complete before lunch time. The floor 

is checker and glossy. I’m tempted to pick at the small hole at 

the end of the bench, but I know this place does not shame 

spankings. I force myself to concentrate on the small book in 
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my lap. There’s some puzzles about animals, some about toys, 

one about season—it’s my mom favorite season. A season of 

blooms and brides. My eyes are drawn to the bridal hairdos on 

the poster above the first mirror. Number 13 was a beautiful low 

bun studded with small silver diamond butterflies, styled to the 

right, with a swooped side bang tucked behind the right ear, a 

waterfall of curled hair hung over the bun, and a braided crown 

secured a cubic zirconia tiara.  

The first client struts in. I wonder if she’ll get number 13. 

She has a torn page from a magazine. My mom scans the 

designs and places it on the dresser near the hair blower and 

curling irons. The lady is now escorted to Miguelina for a hair 

wash. As they chat, I catch a glimpse of her hands. I’m looking 

for one finger in particular. Her hand is lifted out from under the 

long black cap and the ring reflects the ceiling lights. Wow, so 

pretty. 

 “Cuantas palabras haz encontrado?” How many words 

have you found? My mom snaps. 

 I struggle for words and she stares at my face. “Ah-ha! 

Para de ester de mirona.” In translation, stop staring. Staring is 

rude. I digress into the dull puzzles. The door bells ding as 

another customer walks in. I choose the animal crossword and 

search for GIRAFFE. The lady is now back in my mom’s chair. 

“A que hora es la misa?” When’s mass? They chat about 

the details of her bridal itinerary as my mom slicks each wet 

strand of hair into rollers. G I R A…. 

Tanya’s phone rings and she flips her phone open. “HA-

LO?” Her client rolls her eyes as she flips the page of the 

magazine while Tanya tucks her cellphone between her 

shoulder and ear.  

G I R A F F E, check.  

Ding dong!  The bell goes again. This time a mother and 

daughter duo. My mom’s sweaty face darts a stare at Ervonia 
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who shoots a stare at Mabel sitting in her styling chair browsing 

through hair colors who quickly says, “I’ll take care of mom first” 

and signals a girl a half inch taller than me to my neighboring 

spot. Her hair is toppled on her head in a “no time, we gotta go” 

bun; I watch her eyes glaze over at the girls’ hairstyles poster 

above Elsa’s mirror. Like a child at a candy store, she seems 

lost with an abundance of options.  

 “I’m getting number 9 done today.” I interrupt her 

thoughts.  

She turns her attention to me reluctantly.  

“Which one are you doing today?” I continue.  

“I don’t know,” she says dryly. “My mom is going to pick.” 

I fight the urge to tell her I wasn’t just a client like her, that my 

mom was a hairdresser and I could have any of the styles I want, 

but I focus on finding TURTLE.  

T U R T L E, check. 

I’ve never gotten number 9 before. I wonder if my mom 

will protest. Number 9 is corn rolls in swirls decorated with 

colored beads at the ends. I know Ana, the braiding specialist, 

would be doing it for me so I debate whether to put my request 

in now before she gets another customer.  My mom sees my 

intentions clear through the reflection in the mirror as she steps 

on the silver lever pumping the black leather chair higher and 

gives me a “I hope you’re finished with that first puzzle” look. I 

quickly scan for next word, ELEPHANT.  

The girl who’s gone to get her hair washed and can’t pick 

her own hairdo is back sitting next to me. This time I’m 

nonchalant about her presence. I look at the clock. How much 

longer ‘till it’s my turn, I wonder.  I hope my mom’s not offended 

when I tell her which style I’m doing today—braiding is not her 

expertise. 

 E L E P H A N T, check. 
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The sound of the hair blowers fills the salon and heat 

rises in small clouds as pieces of hair are transformed from 

coarse to silky. The smell of burning hair fills my nostrils. I see 

myself in the mirror. Ugh. It’s time for a new hairdo. My mom is 

busy blowing out her client’s hair when the lady catches me at 

the corner of the mirror reflection gazing at my mom. 

 “Esa es tu niña?” 

My mom confirms and informs the lady that I am 6 years 

old and the younger one of her two daughters. The client smiles 

at me. I smile back. 

 “Ella se porta muy bien.” She’s very well behaved. 

Mom gives me a proud smile. I gleam. 

 A couple crosswords later, I glance up to see the lady in 

the leather chair. Completely transformed. My mom, standing 

behind her, holds up a smaller mirror to reveal her masterpiece. 

I can see the lady’s eyes become glossy like the wax on the 

checkered floors. She’s never seen herself this beautiful before.

Hours later I find myself fed and sitting pretty. My braids 

look just like the girl in the picture Number 9. I shake my head 

to hear the beads collide with each other making small clashing 

sounds, when I see my mom untying her apron. Elsa signals 

me to lift my feet up as she sweeps up all the fallen hair under 

my chair.  

I know it’s time to go. 

Back on the bus, fast pace down to the subway, on board 

the subway, off, run across the street to the bus, exiting the bus, 

walk down three blocks.  

We’re home.  

The shower is running. My mom has wiped off all the 

light makeup from her face; she’s bare now. A warm glass of 

milk waits for me at the kitchen table. I’m getting in my pajamas 

as she wraps up her right hand with the old elastic bandage.  
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Her hair is washed and mounted up in a towel, but her 

arms don’t have enough strength to blow dry it tonight.  
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Tales from the Rite Aid: Pennies from 
Hell 

Mike Esposito 

When people say “that was the grossest thing I've ever 

seen in my life” or “He/she was the most disgusting person” 

they are usually being hyperbolic.  But some unfortunate souls 

get to actually experience the most disgusting human they will 

encounter.  A few years back, I became one of those people. 

Working as a cashier at a chain store isn't the worst 

experience.  Like all retail it has its moments of unpleasantness; 

you'll get your fair share of rude old women who yell at you over 

exfoliating face wash or drunken buffoons singing to a can of 

cashews, but at the end of the day, it is a clean and honest way 

to make a living.  I believed this, until one cold winter night 

several years ago.   

A woman came into my store holding a big plastic cup.   

“Hmmm.  That's odd” I thought to myself, but went on my 

way. 

This creature shopped for a while and then waddled her 

way to the counter. Her hair was a bird's nest.  She sported a 

sweater with stains on it.  The rolled-up sleeves revealed open 

wounds on her forearms.  She flung a few items at me and 

opened her dirty, cavernous mouth.   

“How much?” 

 I rang up the items, “That'll be $3.50 for these.” 

She lifted her cup up—it was from Mohegan Sun—the 

kind that people carry their gambling money around with.  She 

emptied the cup a bit and a cascade of pennies flew out like 

blood from the elevator doors in The Shining.  Pennies.  All 

pennies.  Not a quarter in sight.  Hell, I would have settled for a 

few dimes.   
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“Count it,” she barked.

I counted out 350 pennies. The customer,

supposedly, is always right.  Once I’d finished counting, she 

hobbled down an aisle again, leaving me alone with her 

mound of copper.  Minutes later she came back with another 

item and tossed it at me.   

I begrudgingly scanned it and told her it would 

cost another three dollars.  

 The Mohegan Sun cup, which seemed to hold an 

infinite amount of change, tipped over again, spilling pennies 

all over my counter.   

“Count it!”  She sounded angrier this time. 

A line formed behind her. I hunched to count out 300 more 

pennies—a task that takes more time than you might 

expect. Doing so, I noticed some movement out of the corner 

of my eye.  The customer was leaning on the counter 

and stretching her legs out.  My counting slowed to a halt, 

paralyzed by the display of calisthenics occurring while I 

counted her dirty, dirty pennies.   

I find pennies in general to be vile, but these pennies 

were in their own league.  They were all sticky and I didn't 

want to know why.  Then, I found one with hairs stuck to it.  I 

fought the nausea, and as I did, she pushed her gut up 

against the counter, leaned in close, opened her mouth wide, 

and coughed on me.   

I looked up at her and screamed, “Ew!” 

I have never had an adult cough on me purposefully 

before or since.   

After, she leaned back, stuck her arms out, and started 

to shimmy, forward and backwards. It felt like a fever dream. 

I watched my manager creep out from an aisle. 

“Thank God, some back up,” I thought.
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But my manager took one look at Cup Woman, shot a 

nasty stink face at her, and retreated back to the aisle. I’d been 

abandoned.  

 I finished counting the pile of pennies and handed this 

monstrosity her receipt.  She snatched it from my hand, looked 

at me one last time to revel in the look of defeat on my face, 

and walked out like nothing happened.  I never saw her again. 
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Empty Nesters
Caroline Harris 

Four of us sat around the small bedroom when there 

should have been five. Words were scarce. Peter sat at the 

desk chair, the rest of us were piled onto Garrett’s neat bed that 

used to be nothing but a mess of pillows and sheets. I laid my 

head on John’s shoulder; Heather swung her short legs over 

the edge of the bed. It was subtle, but it felt like the world had 

shifted. 

Garrett had flown out that morning. His pictures from the 

airport in London gave the impression he’d been happy to leave, 

even if only for a few months. He was off to explore the world. 

And I knew we all selfishly wished we could be in his shoes. 

“It’s only a semester.” Peter tossed a hacky sack in the 

air, catching it as it came back down. “He’ll be back annoying 

us before you know it.” 

As a collective, we nodded, but the gloomy vibe lingered. 

We functioned in unique roles, like a well-oiled machine. But 

without Garrett, our process stalled. The night had started just 

like any other Saturday. Alcohol poured down eager throats, 

and laughter filled the confines of the apartment. But the clock 

ticked, and time slowed, and before I knew what had happened, 

we ended up piled in Garrett’s room. 

I could tell the blur of the booze hit Peter the hardest. 

They’d been friends the longest. His usual aloof attitude was 

replaced with a nostalgia he wasn’t used to. I’d never heard 

Peter utter the words Best Friend until Garrett left. It was foreign 

to hear the phonetics on his tongue, the cadence different from 

the snarky insults usually professing his affections. 
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“Now who’s going to obnoxiously play guitar over our 

conversations?” Heather asked as she played with the hem of 

her shirt. “Or read us poetry we’d rather not hear?” 

Her tough exterior was only a cover for the loving mother 

hen we all knew her to be. She wanted the best for him, for all 

of us. I can remember their good-natured tiffs, the arguments 

they were so fond of having. Heather smiling, her eyes beaming, 

as she listened to Garrett’s long-winded opinions on why she 

was wrong, even if she’d never admit to it. 

“Who’s going to spout some existential shit when he gets 

too drunk?” John added, smiling down at me for a brief moment. 

John had brought us all together. He was the beginning 

of it all. They acted like brothers without any of the resemblance. 

And I couldn’t help but wonder how he would fare without 

Garrett. 

“I’m sure Heather’s drunken antics will give us more than 

enough to deal with.” I nudged Heather’s knee with my foot. 

She shot me a half-hearted glare, unable to hide her blush at 

not being able to hold her alcohol. 

Peter laughed, still messing with the hacky sack he’d 

found on Garrett’s desk. “I can’t believe the idiot locked his 

door.” 

“I guess he wasn’t smart enough to think you would pick 

the lock,” I responded, chuckling in sync with Peter as his eyes 

flashed to Garrett’s bedroom door. 

We fell into silence again, as if in mourning. My eyes 

traced what was left of the room. A few shirts still hanging in 

Garrett’s closet, a couple books neatly tucked away on his small 

bookshelf, and the dust already starting to gather on the blades 

of his ceiling fan. It was hard to accept that we wouldn’t be 

seeing him every day. No more meeting for lunch. No more 

study breaks or weekend outings. He was living a new life. 

“I bet he’ll come back a hippie,” John broke the silence. 
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“He already went through that phase in middle school,” 

Peter responded. 

Small smiles crossed each of our lips. We’d known each 

other for only a few years. But it felt longer. We knew too much, 

yet somehow not enough. 

“So this is what it feels like to be an empty nester,” John 

said to no one in particular as he gently laid his head on top of 

mine. 

We each looked to one another before laughing at the 

comparison. I couldn’t help but think that there are certain 

springs tapped only when we are left alone. Our solitude 

encasing us in order to rediscover the true essence of our 

friendships. 

“Now who am I going to mother?” Heather asked to 

break the tension, but we let the words hang in the air. 

The last time I’d spoken to Garrett, he said he was 

nervous. “It’s a new adventure,” he said. I’d heard the faint 

tremor in his voice. I’d wanted to tell him that I’d miss him, that 

it wouldn’t be the same here without him. I hugged him instead. 

Peter set down the hacky sack and joined us all on the 

bed. We shifted to lie looking up at the grimy ceiling fan. Not a 

word was spoken for the remainder of the night slowly 

transforming into morning. My eyes fell closed, and I wondered 

what Garrett was doing as we squeezed our bodies onto his 

bed, trying to fill the nest he’d left.  
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